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Heiko Wende,[b] Michael Farle,[b] Mehmet Acet,[b] Oliver Gutfleisch,[a] and
Markus E. Gruner[b]
Magnetic refrigeration relies on a substantial entropy change
in a magnetocaloric material when a magnetic field is applied. Such entropy changes are present at first-order
magnetostructural transitions around a specific temperature
at which the applied magnetic field induces a magnetostructural phase transition and causes a conventional or inverse
magnetocaloric effect (MCE). First-order magnetostructural
transitions show large effects, but involve transitional hysteresis, which is a loss source that hinders the reversibility of
the adiabatic temperature change DTad. However, reversibility is required for the efficient operation of the heat pump.

Thus, it is the mastering of that hysteresis that is the key
challenge to advance magnetocaloric materials. We review
the origin of the large MCE and of the hysteresis in the most
promising first-order magnetocaloric materials such as Ni–
Mn-based Heusler alloys, FeRh, La(FeSi)13-based compounds, Mn3GaC antiperovskites, and Fe2P compounds. We
discuss the microscopic contributions of the entropy change,
the magnetic interactions, the effect of hysteresis on the reversible MCE, and the size- and time-dependence of the
MCE at magnetostructural transitions.

1. Introduction
The model proposed by Isaak and van Vuuren in 2009 predicts that the worldwide energy demand of cooling devices
will catch up with and soon outreach the demand of heating
devices in the second half of this century.[1] This demonstrates clearly the demand of research on new cooling technologies for energy conservation and for the reduction of
CO2 and other greenhouse gas emissions. In this respect,
magnetocaloric refrigeration technology is a promising alternative to conventional vapor-compression refrigeration due
to its superior efficiency and the omittance of ozone depleting or hazardous chemicals and greenhouse gases.[2–5] Magnetic refrigeration is based on the magnetocaloric effect
(MCE), which results in an emission or absorption of heat
when a magnetocaloric material is exposed to a changing
magnetic field. The process involves the transfer of entropy
between the lattice and magnetic contributions to the total
entropy, which remains constant under adiabatic conditions.[6]
Brown demonstrated in 1976 the proof-of-concept for roomtemperature magnetic refrigeration using Gd.[7] In 1997, Pecharsky and Gschneidner[8] observed a giant MCE in
Gd5(Si2Ge2) near room temperature, which was a milestone
in developing and designing magnetocaloric materials and
prototype devices.[9–13] Magnetic refrigeration devices use a
thermodynamic cycle consisting of four characteristic steps.
In the first step, the magnetocaloric material undergoes an
adiabatic, magnetic-field-induced transition, which leads to a
temperature increase for a conventional magnetocaloric material. Next, the heat is transferred to the so-called hot reservoir of the device. In the third step, the adiabatic decrease of

the magnetic field induces the reverse transition leading
again to a temperature change. A sufficiently large reverse
adiabatic temperature change enables heat transfer from the
cold reservoir to the material (fourth step) and effectively reduces the temperature of the cold reservoir. The largest entropy and adiabatic temperature changes are observed in ma-
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terials undergoing first-order magnetostructural transitions,
where substantial changes in the magnetic order and the lattice structure occur simultaneously.[8] In recent years, a
number of promising magnetocaloric materials have been
proposed and characterized with respect to the entropy
change DST and the adiabatic temperature change DTad.[11]
The drawback of the first-order magnetostructural transitions
is, however, that they usually involve a transitional hysteresis.
This is a significant source of efficiency losses that hinders
the reversibility of the adiabatic temperature change, which
is required for the efficient operation of the cooling
cycle.[4, 14–18] Therefore, hysteresis at first-order magnetostructural transitions is an issue that must be considered for developing useful magnetocaloric materials. So far, there are two
common ways of dealing with hysteresis: either finding ways
of eliminating it or keeping it as small as possible while maximizing the MCE, and thus accepting a certain amount of
hysteresis-related losses. Either way, it is necessary to understand the causes of hysteresis and how they affect the functioning of magnetic refrigeration.
In this Review, we provide an overview of the properties
of magnetostructural phase transitions with respect to the
MCE. The transition takes place when the existing phase becomes energetically unfavorable compared to another phase,
whereby the magnetic field of the refrigerator acts as a driving force stabilizing the high magnetization phase. The understanding of the transition process requires knowledge of
the individual entropy contributions and entropy changes
during the magnetostructural transition. This is the main
theme of this Review, which presents studies under static and
dynamic conditions at microscopic and mesoscopic scales.
The results of the presented studies provide various approaches to understand the first-order transition and the
origin of hysteresis. We set out to answer the following questions:
- Are there specific modifications of the electronic structure
that link itinerant metamagnetism, large volume change
and magnetoelastic contributions to the lattice entropy?
- How does disorder at the atomic length scale influence the
magnetic properties?
- How does tailoring the phase transition towards a critical
point between first- and second-order and the suppression
of long-range ferromagnetic order influence thermal hysteresis and reversibility?
- Is it possible to improve the performance despite some remaining hysteresis by tailoring the microstructure?
- How does the size and shape of the grains of the material
affect the magnetocaloric properties?
- How do stress and pressure modify the transition properties?
- Is it possible to distinguish the basic mechanisms for the
nucleation of a first-order phase transformation and the
phase boundary movement and to assess the time dependency of those two processes individually?
- How does the magnetocaloric effect depend on the magnetic-field sweep rate?
Energy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

- How can this basic understanding be used to improve real
devices?
Important magnetocaloric materials such as Ni–Mn-based
Heusler alloys, FeRh, La(Fe,Si)13-based compounds, Mn3GaC
antiperovskites, and Fe2P-type compounds are presented in
this Review.
Section 2 explains the correlation between the volume
change, thermal hysteresis, and magnetic coupling. Furthermore, the microscopic contributions to the entropy change
for promising, high-performance magnetocaloric materials
are discussed. In Section 3, the magnetic interactions in magnetocaloric materials are studied with respect to thermal hysteresis. The effect of hysteresis on the reversible adiabatic
temperature change is presented in Section 4 for different
magnetocaloric materials. Sections 5 and 6 focus on the sizedependent and on dynamical effects of magnetocaloric materials with magnetostructural transitions. All phenomena are
very important for the optimization of magnetocaloric materials in real cooling devices.

2. Disentangling the Microscopic Contributions to
the Entropy Change
The magnetocaloric effect results in a temperature change
DTad, upon altering an external parameter such as the applied magnetic field under adiabatic conditions, that is, without heat exchange with the surroundings. In first-order materials, DTad is limited by the shift dTt/dH of the magnetostructural transition temperature Tt in a magnetic field H, or—if
this shift is sufficiently large—by the heat capacity Cp of the
material:[19–21]
4 max 4
4
4
4DT 4 ¼ T 4DSmax 4=Cp
ad
T

ð1Þ

Here, DSmax
is the maximum isothermal entropy change.
T
Their relation for a typical first-order material is shown in
Figure 1 for two values of the magnetic field. Under reversible field cycling, the presence of thermal hysteresis reduces
[17]
j DT max
Without thermodynamic reversibility, free
ad j further.
energy is acquired in a closed cycle, which will then be dissipated as heat to the surroundings and consequently reduces
the efficiency of the refrigeration process.
The temperature T is the intensive thermodynamic variable forming a conjugate pair with the extensive quantity entropy. It must acquire the same value in the entire system
under thermal equilibrium conditions. Therefore, to obtain a
detailed understanding of the relevant microscopic prerequisites that characterize good magnetocaloric materials, it is
more instructive to look at the extensive quantity related to
the thermodynamic field T, which is the entropy S.
A quick reminder of the statistical definition of entropy
shows immediately why it is so instructive. Entropy is proportional to the logarithm of the occupied phase space,
which describes the number of possibilities for realizing a
thermodynamic state. The degrees of freedom available to
the system span the phase space, which are, for instance, dis-
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Figure 1. Schematic T–S diagram illustrating the magnetocaloric effect at a first-order transition. Application of a magnetic field H shifts the transformation
temperature Tt to higher values. Applying the magnetic field isothermally in the intermediate temperature range between Tt (H = 0) and Tt (H > 0) leads to a decrease of DST in the total entropy, whereas an adiabatic field release decreases the temperature by DTad, which can be used for heat transport or cooling. Thermal hysteresis, indicated by the dashed lines, causes heat dissipation and reduces the maximum possible DTad in a cycling setup. The boxes depict basic characteristics of the respective high- and low-entropy states of the three relevant degrees of freedom. For the electronic entropy, these are, respectively, a high or
low density of states at the Fermi level D(EF), for the magnetic entropy orientational disorder or order of the atomic moments, and for the lattice entropy, the
presence of on-average softer or stiffer vibration.

placements and momenta connected to lattice vibrations.
Therefore, if the microscopic variables can be considered independent of each other, S might simply be decomposed into
the contributions from the relevant degrees of freedom,[19, 22]
usually denoted as electronic, magnetic, and lattice entropy:
S ¼ Sel þ Smag þ Slat

ð2Þ

At a field- or temperature-induced first-order transition,
the Gibbs free energy in both phases must be in equilibrium
and concomitant changes in all three partial contributions
might add to the total entropy change DST.
In general, the contributions in Equation (2) cannot be
considered independent and additional terms will occur.[19]
However, we can estimate from this simplified model, to
which extent each degree of freedom contributes to the magnetocaloric properties of a given material. This allows us to
obtain a microscopic understanding of the magnetocaloric
effect.
In the following we will review the individual contributions. At T = 0, all electronic states up to the Femi level EF
are occupied (and empty above). At T > 0, the electronic entropy Sel arises from the disorder in the occupation of the
electronic bands in the solid due to thermal fluctuations. The
corresponding expression involves the mixing of occupied
and unoccupied states, weighted with the electronic density
of states (DOS), D(e):
Z
Sel ¼ @kB

1

@1

DðeÞ½ð1 @ f ðe; T Þ lnð1 @ f ðe; T ÞÞ
þf ðe; T Þ lnð f ðe; T ÞÞAde
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ð3Þ

where f(e,T) = (exp((e@m)/kBT) + 1)@1 is the Fermi–Dirac distribution function, describing the probability that a state with
energy e is occupied at temperature T (m & EF is the chemical
potential of the electrons). Therefore, the expression in the
square brackets closely resembles the expression for the
mixing entropy of a binary alloy. It is strongly peaked
around EF, thus, Sel is to a good approximation proportional
to the DOS at the Fermi level, D(EF), and T:
Sel &

p2
k DðEF Þ T
6 B

ð4Þ

Thus, we can expect considerable contributions from Sel to
the magnetocaloric effect if strong features in the DOS right
at EF appear or disappear during a magnetostructural transition. This is for instance the case for La(FexSi1@x)13 or
FeRh.[23] For second-order transitions, Sel can be considered
to be unimportant. The density of states can be obtained
from electronic structure calculations.[24–26] It can also be
measured by photoemission spectroscopy (PES)[27] or absorption spectroscopy[28–31] for the occupied or unoccupied states,
respectively, and by low-temperature calorimetry.[32] The lattice entropy Slat is given by the velocity and amplitude of the
atomic vibrations (phonons). The occupied phase space depends on the atomic volume but also on the elastic properties, as a softer material allows a larger amplitude. Both
properties may change at a magnetostructural transition.
This is expressed quantitatively in terms of the vibrational
density of states (VDOS) g(e), which can be measured by inelastic neutron scattering[33, 34] or nuclear resonant inelastic
X-ray scattering.[23, 25, 35] VDOS and phonon dispersion relations have been calculated from first principles achieving ex-
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cellent agreement with experimental data.[23, 25, 33, 36–39] The expression for Slat resembles Sel, where the expression in the parentheses takes into account the Bosonic character of the
phonons through the Bose–Einstein distribution function
n(e,T) = (exp(e/kBT)@1)@1 for the occupation numbers, which
becomes large for high T or small phonon energies e:[22, 40]
Z
Slat ¼ 3 kB

1
0

gðeÞ½ð1 þ nðe; T ÞÞ lnð1 þ nðe; T ÞÞ

ð5Þ

@nðe; T Þ lnðnðe; T ÞÞA de
The change in lattice entropy can become the dominant contribution at first-order magnetostructural transitions, in particular in inverse magnetocaloric materials.[11, 41] In metamagnetic Heusler alloys, where the low temperature phase is
magnetically disordered, the significant caloric effect is essentially driven by the lattice degrees of freedom (see, e.g.,
Refs. [11, 42, 43]). Again, for second-order materials the contribution of the lattice to the transition can usually be neglected.
In magnetic materials, the electronic bands for spin-up and
spin-down electrons are not occupied equally. This leads to a
net magnetic moment at specific atomic sites. At very low
temperatures, the magnetic moments associated with each
site form a specific, for example, ferromagnetic order that
minimizes the energy. Again, thermal fluctuations drive the
magnetic moments out of their preferred orientation. This introduces disorder, which is reflected in an increased magnetic
entropy Smag.
At sufficiently low temperatures, close to the ordered
state, the magnetic excitations are described by spin waves
with certain wavelengths, propagation directions, and amplitudes. In analogy to phonons, one can express the entropy by
an integral over the magnon density of states, which can be
measured for example by neutron diffraction experiments.
However, as the magnon–magnon interaction becomes relevant close to Tt, the single particle picture breaks down.
Therefore, typical order–disorder transitions cannot be described in this way. These can only be assessed from theory
(i.e., using a statistical model of magnetism such as the Heisenberg model), which can be parametrized empirically or
from density functional theory (DFT) calculations.[44, 45] For
instance, considering a classical Heisenberg model (i.e.,
vector–spin model) one obtains in the mean-field approximation:[19]
+ .
*
sinhðxÞ
Smag ¼ N mag kB ln 4p
@ x cothð xÞ þ 1
x
with
m m ½1hW MðT Þ þ H A
x¼ 0 0
kB T

ð6Þ

Here the parameter Nmag is the number of magnetic degrees of freedom, m0 is the effective magnetic moment per
magnetic degree of freedom, M(T) the magnetization, 1 the
density of the material, and hW the molecular field constant.
Energy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

One has to bear in mind that Equation (6) can only give a
first approximation for Smag. For an accurate estimate, a statistical description beyond the mean-field approximation
(e.g., by Monte Carlo methods) is needed to take into account the effect of spin fluctuations close to the transition
temperature. Furthermore, the classical modeling breaks
down at low temperatures, requiring a quantum mechanical
description. Despite substantial numerical challenges, quantum Monte Carlo methods can be employed successfully in
calculating the thermodynamic properties of realistic magnetic materials.[46, 47] Another important complication is related to the simplification that localized spin models, such as
the Heisenberg model used for deriving Equation (6), do not
take into account the (partially) itinerant nature of magnetism, which we consider to be of particular importance in several magnetocaloric systems, as will be discussed further
below. Deriving appropriate models describing these systems
is thus an important open task for future research. Experimentally, DSmag is usually estimated by subtracting all other
entropy contributions from the total entropy change DST.
Naturally, Smag is deemed to be the most important entropy
contribution for the magnetocaloric effect, as under normal
circumstances only magnetic ordering is significantly affected
by the application of a magnetic field. Assuming a magnetic
field of 1 T and a magnetic moment of 1 mB this corresponds
to 0.06 meV per spin, which is a very small energy as compared to the chemical potential of the electrons m, which is
for metals typically in the order of several eV. For secondorder materials such as Gd, the magnetic entropy is the only
relevant contribution.
In the literature, the magnetic entropy change is often
used to denote the entropy change obtained after applying a
magnetic field H,[48] measured, for instance, by calorimetry
or by integrating @M/@T over H.[49] However, this quantity is
only equivalent with DSmag in the case of second-order transitions.[15] In the case of a field-induced first-order transition,
one rather obtains the total entropy change,[48] which includes the latent heat TDST involving all three contributions
at constant field H plus a typically smaller magnetic-field-induced contribution from the final phase (e.g., Ref. [19]).
As we will discuss below, the three contributions to DS can
have the same sign. This is the case for the magnetocaloric
systems La(FexSi1@x)13 and FeRh.[23, 25] However, one strictly
cannot assume that the degrees of freedom are totally independent. For instance, the itinerant electron metamagnet
La(FexSi1@x)13, is characterized by a competition of electronic
states of Fe with different magnetic moments.[39, 50–52] Due to
this, magnetic disorder leads to an increased DOS at EF,
which improves the electronic screening of atomic displacements and thus softens the lattice.[53–55] The itinerant magnetism of Fe is also observed at the heart of the excellent caloric
properties of MnFe(P,Si)-type materials.[56–59] In the following,
we will discuss the impact of the specific microscopic degrees
of freedom on the magnetocaloric properties for three
classes of first-order materials, La–Fe–Si, Ni–Mn-based
Heusler alloys, and FeRh.
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2.1. La(FexSi1@x)13-based compounds
La(Fe,Si)13-based compounds are prototypical materials with
a conventional MCE and an isostructural first-order magnetic order–disorder transition. These materials exhibit a large
MCE with an entropy change reaching values of 28 J kg@1 K@1
and an adiabatic temperature change of up to 8 K in a magnetic field of 2 T.[24] After loading with hydrogen, the transition temperature can be finely tuned around ambient conditions (e.g., by substituting with Mn).[60, 61] Together with the
good availability of the elemental constituents, this makes
La(Fe,Si)13-based compounds one of the most interesting systems for refrigeration around room temperature.[4, 17, 21, 62–64]
La(FexSi1@x)13 crystallizes in a rather complex cubic NaZn13
(Fm3̄m) structure with 112 atoms in the unit cell and two inequivalent Fe sites. FeI resides on 8b sites, located in the
center of icosahedral cages formed by FeII on the 96i sites.
These sites are shared with Si, which is required to stabilize
the structure. La is positioned on the 8a sites[65–67] as depicted
in Figure 2. For the composition LaFe11.6Si1.4, which we used
for our experiments, the magnetostructural transition was observed to be approximately Tt & 190 K. In our samples we observed a narrow, but noticeable thermal hysteresis of
3 K.[25, 35]

Figure 2. Unit cell (left) of La(FexSi1@x)13 with 112 atoms and with Cartesian
basis compared to the primitive cell (right) with 28 atoms and fcc basis vectors. La (purple) occupies the 8a Wyckoff positions and Fe the 8b and 96i positions (bright and dark blue, respectively). Si is randomly distributed over
the 96i sites (yellow). Both subfigures depict a partially ordered configuration
for LaFe11.5Si1.5, which was used in the calculations as it retains rhombohedral
symmetry. Figure adapted from Ref. [39] and Ref. [25], used with permission.
Original Figure TWiley-VCH.

The transition from the ferromagnetic (FM) to the paramagnetic (PM) phase is accompanied by a significant volume
decrease of & 1 %,[68] but the lattice symmetry remains the
same. This leads to interface and volumetric stress during the
transition, which is a potential cause of hysteresis. The large
volume change is a consequence of the itinerant electron
metamagnetism of La–Fe–Si.[50, 69] It results from a competition of different magnetic states of Fe that are associated
with different atomic volumes. Such states have been identified clearly in previous DFT calculations.[51, 52] This is similar
to Invar-type materials[70] such as Fe65Ni35 or Fe3Pt, which
also exhibit a free energy surface[71–73] with competing
minima associated with different atomic volumes and magnetic moments, which are responsible for their marked thermal expansion anomalies.
Energy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

According to the models described in the previous subsection, one would naturally expect that the decrease in volume
should also lead to stiffer (higher frequency) phonons and
consequently a decrease in entropy, which competes with the
increase arising from magnetic disorder.[74, 75] This is expressed in the conventional Grgneisen law, which links the
volume change DV with the change in phonon energies DE:
DE
DV
¼ @(
g
E
V

ð7Þ

In general, ḡ is a positive, material-specific constant, and
we thus expect a blue-shift (increase) of the VDOS for DV <
0, which corresponds to a smaller entropy according to Equation (5). Empirical calculations of the MCE of La–Fe–Si
combine the conventional Grgneisen law with localized spin
models to yield a good agreement with experiments.[74, 76, 77]
To obtain more detailed information on the subtle interplay of itinerant magnetism and lattice entropy we examined
the VDOS at different temperatures above and below Tt.
Using temperature-dependent nuclear resonant inelastic Xray scattering (NRIXS) we measured the vibrational part of
the entropy Slat. At present, NRIXS measurements of the
57
Fe projected VDOS, g(e), have been performed at the
Sector 3 beam line at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. By tuning the incident X-ray
around the nuclear resonance of 57Fe at 14.41 keV with a
bandwidth as narrow as 1 meV,[78] the 57Fe-projected VDOS
can be extracted from the measured NRIXS spectra. The
spectra were acquired in the PM state and in the FM state of
a LaFe11.6Si1.4 powder sample, enriched with 10 % 57Fe.
In addition, we performed complementary first-principles
calculations of the vibrational density of states employing
the VASP code.[79, 80] The results of DFT calculations yield an
element-resolved VDOS whereas the experiment only provides the 57Fe-projected contribution. We chose the so-called
direct method, in which the dynamical matrix of an extended
system consisting of 2 X 2 X 2 primitive cells is obtained by calculating the forces for all symmetry-inequivalent displacements of single ions. The Fourier transform and the subsequent eigenvalue problem were computed numerically with
the PHON package.[81] All technical details can be found in
Ref. [25, 39]. The experimentally obtained VDOS is shown
for both magnetic states in Figure 3. There are clear differences in the data above and below Tt. One of the most prominent feature is the suppression of the phonon peak at
28 meV in the PM state, which disappears directly above Tt.
This phenomenon is a clear manifestation of the magnetoelastic coupling in this system. However, more important for
the thermodynamic behavior is a concomitant red-shift of
the entire VDOS. This behavior corresponds to a significant
softening of the lattice and contradicts the conventional
Grgneisen behavior expected from the volume change as expressed by Equation (7). Also the anomalous softening sets
in directly above Tt.
A microscopic understanding of these effects can be obtained from electronic structure calculations. DFT is a T = 0
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Figure 4. Fe magnetic moments of ordered (FM, blue), pseudo-disordered
(PM, red) and ordered but longitudinally constrained (FSM, cyan) LaFe11.5Si1.5
calculated within the 28 atom primitive cell with rhombohedral symmetry.
The individual site-resolved moments are grouped along the x-axis according
to their Wyckoff position (data taken from Ref. [25, 39]).

Figure 3. 57Fe projected experimental VDOS (red circles with error bars) of LaFe13@xSix at three temperatures T = 62, 194, and 300 K with total (solid black
lines) and element resolved DFT results (Fe: solid orange lines; Si: green
dashed lines; La: blue dash-dotted lines). The bottom panel corresponds to
the FM ground state. The top panel represents the PM phase characterized
by spin disorder. The central panel represents a temperature closely above
TC. Here, the theoretical VDOS results from a ferromagnetic configuration
(no spin disorder) with artificially reduced magnetic moments obtained
within the FSM Scheme (see text). Figure adapted from Refs. [25, 39], used
with permission. Original figures TAmerican Physical Society and WileyVCH.

theory, but for our purposes the different phases can be modeled by an ordered (“FM”) configuration with the equilibrium magnetization of 24.5 mB per formula unit (f.u.) and a
static pseudo-disordered configuration (“PM”) with a small
residual moment of 3.75 mB/f.u. to describe spin-disordered
magnetic configurations found at elevated temperatures. The
latter was obtained by constraining the total magnetization
in the primitive cell successively to smaller values using the
fixed spin-moment method,[82] which finally caused some of
the collinear Fe-moments to flip around. The respective distribution of the Fe magnetic moments is depicted in Figure 4.
Energy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

Apart from the presence of antiparallel moments, the absolute Fe moments are in the PM phase by almost
0.5 mB smaller than in the FM phase on average, which is a
consequence of the partially itinerant character of the Fe
moments. To distinguish between the consequences of spin
disorder and itinerant magnetism we performed calculations
of a FM configuration with artificially constrained magnetization (20 mB/f.u.). This leads to longitudinally constrained Fe
moments, denoted in the following as “FSM” (fixed spin
moment).
The Fe-projected vibrational density of states obtained
from the ab initio calculations excellently matches the experimental data. This applies in particular for the FM phase
(lower panel), where the agreement is almost quantitative.
Both the FSM and PM configuration also yield very good
agreement with the NRIXS data for T > Tt, including the disappearance of the peak at 28 meV and the red-shift of the
entire VDOS. This proves that the characteristic changes in
the VDOS are a direct consequence of the itinerant magnetism of Fe. The change of the Fe moments, in turn, is a consequence of the spin-disordered magnetic configurations found
at elevated temperatures.
The entropy associated with the Fe-projected VDOS measured at various temperatures[25, 35] according to Equation (5)
is depicted in Figure 5. The red-shift in the VDOS observed
at the magnetic order–disorder transition directly translates
into an increase in lattice entropy alongside the magnetic entropy. The particularly fine resolution around Tt underlines
the discontinuous nature of the changes in the elastic properties. The overall trend is confirmed by the DFT calculations,
which in addition prove that the other elements do not provide a significant contribution to the entropy change.[25] Furthermore, the DFT calculations reveal that the electronic entropy also increases at the FM-to-PM transition (see
Figure 5), and thus all contributions in Equation (2) have the
same sign.
Though the absolute value of Sel is small compared to the
other entropy contributions, the difference at Tt reaches notable values, which cannot be neglected. According to Equation (4), this is due to the significant increase of D(EF) in the
PM compared to the FM phase. This can be traced back to
the presence of a characteristic minimum in the electronic
minority-spin DOS of the FM phase right at the Fermi
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material. Therefore, the origin of the volume change and its
relation to the magnetocaloric effect is of primary interest.
In the FM-ordered region, where the magnetization per cell
M varies proportionally to the average magnetic moment per
Fe atom mFe, we also find that the relative volume change
DV/V varies proportional to the square of M (Figure 6). This

Figure 5. Total (left scale) and Fe contribution (right scale plus inset) to lattice and electronic entropy in the FM (blue lines) and PM phase (red lines) of
La–Fe–Si. For a Si-content of x = 1.5 (DFT) the scales on both axes are equivalent. FSM denotes a configuration with constrained magnetization (FSM, cyan lines). The solid data points are obtained according to Equation (5) from
the NRIXS VDOS g(E), which has been corrected for a residual a-Fe contribution, at the respective experimental temperatures. Figure adapted from
Ref. [25] with additional data from Ref. [25, 39], used with permission. Original figures TAmerican Physical Society.

level,[25] which is shifted away and filled up due to the decreasing exchange splitting (reduced magnetic moment)
caused by the spin disorder in the PM phase.[25, 39]
The (dis-)appearance of marked features in the electronic
DOS at the Fermi level also has also important consequences
for the elastic properties of a material, as the presence of
electron states at the highest occupied levels promotes the
screening of perturbations arising from the displacement of
the ions. This mechanism is discussed in the literature as
adiabatic electron–phonon coupling and has been observed,
for instance, in narrow-band-gap semiconductors and at
phase transitions involving chemical ordering.[53–55] In La–Fe–
Si, adiabatic electron–phonon coupling softens the PM phase
despite the smaller volume compared to the FM phase and is
thus the reason for the unexpected red-shift of the VDOS
and the cooperative change of Slat and Smag at Tt. With
DSlat,Fe = 5–7 J kg@1 K@1,[25, 35] which we obtain from our
NRIXS experiments, the change in the Fe projected vibrational entropy amounts to approximately 20–25 % of the
total entropy change of 28 J kg@1 K@1 previously determined
for this type of materials[24] and thus contributes to the superior magnetocaloric performance.
Although the huge volume change at Tt does not impair
the favorable cooperation of all degrees of freedom in terms
of the entropy change, it may lead to unfavorable volumetric
stress or the formation of structural defects, which finally results in a broadened hysteresis and even disintegration of the
Energy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

Figure 6. Optimized atomic volume V0 (green circles and squares, right axis)
and average square magnetic moment per site mFe2 (blue circles and cyan
squares, left axis) as a function of constrained magnetization per formula
unit calculated with the fixed spin moment procedure described in the text
for two different simulation cells (open squares: 112 atoms unit cell, filled
circles: 28 atoms primitive cell). The vertical lines denote the ferromagnetic
(FM) ground state at M = 24.5 mB per formula unit (f.u.), the spin-configuration with M = 3.75 mB/f.u. used as model for the paramagnetic state (PM)
and the ferromagnetic configuration with an artificially reduced moment of
M = 20 mB/f.u. (FSM). The red dashed line in the center panel refers to a variation of the volume-magnetostriction w & DV/V which is expected to be proportional to the square of the magnetic moment. The arrow indicates the
equilibrium volume of a non-spin-polarized (NM) state (data from Ref. [39]).

relation is part of the mean-field model description of Bean
and Rodbell[83] and the Ginzburg–Landau models of volume
magnetostriction.[72, 84] For lower values of the magnetization
M < 20 mB/f.u., the volume remains almost constant; thus we
do not observe a characteristic variation of the volume V
with M. The reason is that in this regime the Fe moments
change their direction rather than their magnitude. We encounter a direct proportionality between the volume and the
average square of the Fe-moments for all of our simulated
configurations (Figure 6). This clearly shows that the change
in magnitude of the absolute spin moment is responsible for
the volume change at the transition, which results from the
repopulation of the distinct magnetic states of Fe rather than
fluctuations in the orientation of the spins, which determines
M(T) in localized spin. In the end, only two of the four distinct Fe states predicted by Kuz’min and Richter[51] turn out
to be sufficiently close in energy to become thermodynamically relevant.[39]
The relation between magnetic order, magnitude of local
Fe moments, and volume implies that one may reduce the
volume change (and thus hysteresis) by avoiding a state with
full ferromagnetic order, which allows the moment per atom
to remain essentially constant. Figure 6 suggests that this is
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effectively achieved by a comparatively small reduction in M
of only 20 %, which can be accomplished by alloying with elements that couple antiferromagnetically, such as Mn.[26]
However, as the volume change and softening of the lattice
in the PM phase have the same origin, this strategy will sacrifice the beneficial contributions from DSel and DSlat. Nevertheless, a good compromise should be achieved by careful
materials tuning.
In summary, La–Fe–Si owes its excellent magnetocaloric
properties to the cooperative behavior of the magnetism, lattice, and electronic sub-systems. This also implies that the
simple decomposition of the entropy in Equation (2) is not
valid here, and additional coupling terms should be taken
into account. Up to now a quantitative description of these
contributions is still missing.
2.2. Ni–Mn–X(–Co) Heusler alloys
Heusler alloys of the Ni–Mn–X(–Co) (X = Al, Ga, In, Sb, Sn)
family show a magnetostructural phase transition of first
order. They experience, in contrast to La–Fe–Si alloys, an inverse magnetocaloric effect.[11, 85–88] As a group of materials
with a ferromagnetic shape memory effect, these Heusler
systems show various technologically interesting properties
such as a giant magnetoresistance, superelasticity, and also a
magnetocaloric effect.[89, 90] Ni–Mn–X(–Co) Heusler alloys
undergo a martensitic phase transition from a cubic, hightemperature austenite phase to a tetragonal distorted or
modulated monoclinic, low-temperature martensite phase. In
the investigated Heusler compounds, the low-temperature
martensite phase is PM above 200 K. On the contrary, the
high-temperature austenite phase is FM and has a high magnetization. It implies that the magnetic ordering increases
under heating and therefore the entropy change DSmag must
be negative. Instead, the entropy change related to the pure
structural martensitic transition of the crystal lattice DSlat is
positive under heating. During the martensitic transition, one
always observes the superposition of both DSmag and DSlat,
but the lattice is dominant here. Kihara et al.[42] reported that
the electronic contribution DSel is negligibly small in Ni–Mn–
In-based Heusler alloys. Therefore, one may consider that
the magnetocaloric effect of the magnetostructural transition
results mainly from changes in the entropy of the magnetic
subsystem and the structural transformation of the lattice.
The martensitic transition temperature of Heusler alloys
depends sensitively on the chemical composition. By finetuning the Mn/In ratio in Ni50Mn50@xInx, the transition can be
shifted over a large temperature interval. In Figure 7, the
magnetization curves in 1 T of seven different compounds
are plotted. The nominal composition was varied between
Ni50Mn36In14 with a transition of approximately 335 K and
Ni50Mn35In15, which transforms at 230 K. Consequently, a
change of only 1 at % shifts the transition by approximately
100 K.[43] It was observed that the Curie temperature of the
austenite is significantly less sensitive to the composition and
hardly changes for the investigated compositions, which is in
agreement with the literature.[91] This circumstance allows us
Energy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

Figure 7. Comparison of the magnetic behaviors of various Ni–Mn–In samples in a magnetic field of 1 T. The dashed and the dotted lines are calculated
curves of the saturation magnetization in 1 T of austenite and martensite.
Figure adapted from Ref. [43], used with permission. Original Figure TAmerican Physical Society.

to describe the properties of the material family in a more
general sense. Figure 7 suggests that the magnetization
change during the martensitic transition is restricted to take
place between the magnetization curves of pure martensite
and austenite (black dashed curves). Based on this prerequisite, a more general description of the magnetocaloric properties will be derived.
As the variation of the chemical composition between the
different alloys is small and we are sufficiently close to the
Debye temperature, we assume in our phenomenological
model that the difference in the lattice entropy DSlat does not
vary significantly in the temperature interval of interest is between 200 and 400 K. Above the austenitic Curie temperature T A
t , the magnetic contribution to the entropy change is
zero. We observed that the structural entropy change contribution DSlat accounts for 46 J kg@1 K@1 in the Ni–Mn–In and
55 J kg@1 K@1 in the Ni–Mn–In–Co system.[43, 92]
Based on this assumption, it can be concluded that the
temperature dependence of the magnetocaloric effect is related to the contribution of the magnetic system Smag, which
we estimated in a mean-field Heisenberg model description
according to Equation (6). The In atoms carry only a small
induced magnetic moment and do not contribute to the magnetic entropy. In Ni2MnGa, it was demonstrated that also the
magnetic moment of Ni is induced.[93] Consequently, only the
Mn and the Co moments were considered as magnetic degrees of freedom. In Equation (6), m0 is calculated from the
saturation magnetization at T = 0 K, determined from a
M(T) measurement at low temperature. The m0 values for In
Ni–Mn–In and Ni–Mn–In–Co were shown to be 4.38 : 0.1 mB
and 4.02 : 0.08 mB, respectively, by distributing the saturation
magnetization to all magnetic degrees of freedom. The molecular field constant hW = 260 is obtained in both systems
from a fit to the model. Based on magnetization measurements of martensitic and austenitic samples in different magnetic fields H, M(T) was simulated by using the approach of
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Kuz’min,[10] which is illustrated in Figure 8 a for 0 and 2 T for
the Co-free system.
Figure 8 b shows the magnetic entropies of both phases
under 0 and 2 T, which are calculated by using the Heisenberg model from Equation (6). The small magnetization of

Figure 8. (a) Calculated magnetizations of martensite and austenite in 0 and
2 T. (b) Calculated magnetic entropy of the two phases as a function of temperature.

the martensite and especially its low Curie temperature T M
C
imply that the magnetic entropy of the martensite is already
maximized above 200 K. This fact simplifies the determination of the magnetic contribution, which is the difference of
the magnetic entropy of the two phases. For this reason, and
assuming that the lattice contribution is constant, the temperature dependence of the entropy change of the transition is
only related to the magnetization of the austenite phase:
M
DSt ðT Þ ¼ DSlat þ DSA
mag ðT Þ @ Smag

ð8Þ

Many far-reaching consequences result from Equation (8).
On the one hand, a large magnetization change depletes the
available entropy change of the structural transition and is
therefore parasitic. This increases until both contributions
are equal and a transformation is no longer possible. On the
other hand, a large magnetization change is essential to drive
the magnetocaloric effect. This is because large isothermal
entropy changes are only observable if the transition temperature can be shifted efficiently in a small magnetic field. But
for this, the difference in the magnetization must be as large
as possible. The contradiction that the change in magnetization is simultaneously both necessary and undesirable can be
denoted as the “dilemma of inverse magnetocaloric materials”.[43]
Energy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

2.3 FeRh
From the above considerations, the question arises, whether
the parasitic competition between the lattice and magnetic
entropy is an unavoidable feature of inverse magnetocaloric
materials. Indeed, exceptions are possible. As a magnetocaloric model system with one of the highest adiabatic temperature changes, FeRh provides essential insight into the
dynamics of the magnetostructural phase transition.[3, 11, 94–96]
In a narrow interval around the stoichiometric composition,
FeRh forms an ordered B2 phase with a CsCl structure. The
particular interest in this system results also from its unusual
temperature-driven isostructural transition between a FM
above Tt ~ 350 K and antiferromagnetic (AF) phase
below.[97–100] This transition is accompanied by a large decrease in volume of & 1 % and the complete loss of the Rhmoment in the G-type AF phase, which amounts to sizeable
1.0 mB in the FM state. The Fe moments, however, remain essentially constant across the transition with values of 3.2–
3.3 mB. For a recent review on this system see Ref. [101]. Interestingly, due to the alternation of the Fe-moment on their
simple-cubic sublattice in the G-type AF order, FeRh bears
some resemblance to the L21 Heusler structure, if the differently oriented Fe-atoms were regarded as independent
atomic species. First-principles studies predicted very recently an unstable mode in the AF phonon dispersion,[23, 102, 103]
which could indicate the presence of another stable monoclinic or orthorhombic phase at very low temperatures.[23, 103]
At large tetragonal distortions, a competing tetragonal phase
has also been predicted.[104] The presence of an unstable
phonon mode in cubic FeRh bears similarity to the martensitic transformation in Ni–Mn-based Heusler compounds,
where a soft phonon in the [110] direction in austenite[105–108]
actively takes part in the transformation by supporting the
formation of a favorable martensitic microstructure.[109–112]
While non-cubic phases of ordered stoichiometric FeRh have
not yet been reproduced experimentally, an orthorhombic
phase has been stabilized in epitaxial films of disordered
FeRh.[113]
FeRh has one of the highest adiabatic temperature
changes of all known materials,[3, 11, 94–96, 114, 115] accompanied by
a large entropy change observed at the transition.[116–119] Due
to the large volume change, it is also accompanied by large
elasto- and barocaloric effects.[120–122] Liu et al. reported a
large reversible caloric effect in multi-stimulus magnetic–
electric refrigeration cycle for an FeRh film grown epitaxially
on BaTiO3.[123]
To gather information on the lattice dynamics and vibrational thermodynamics, NRIXS measurements on B2-ordered FeRh thin films across the phase transition have been
performed. The 57Fe NRIXS experiments have been performed on FeRh thin film samples with the stoichiometries
Fe48Rh52 and Fe51Rh49, both enriched with 95 % of 57Fe. The
samples were prepared by molecular beam epitaxy on MgO
substrates with a thickness of 100 nm. The Fe51Rh49 sample
undergoes no metamagnetic transition and is FM up to its
Curie temperature, whereas Fe48Rh52 resides in a FM phase
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at intermediate temperatures and becomes AF below T =
380 K. The NRIXS experiments were performed at the
beamline 3-ID at Argonne National Laboratory. The extracted 57Fe-projected VDOS measured in the AF and FM states
reveals four distinct peak positions as depicted in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Experimental Fe projected VDOS (red) of (a) Fe51Rh49 (FM phase)
and (b) Fe48Rh52 (AF phase) compared to the elementally resolved VDOS calculated by DFT for B2-structured FeRh. Figure adapted from Ref. [23].

The sample, which undergoes the metamagnetic transition
(Fe48Rh52), shows the same behavior in the FM phase as the
sample without a transition shown in Figure 9 a.[23] There are
four distinct phonon peaks visible: a sharp peak at high energies (P1) and a medium energy peak (P2) as well as two
weakly pronounced and broadened low-energy peaks. Heating the sample starting from low temperatures results in significant changes of the shape of the VDOS. At 305 K, in the
AF phase, the prominent phonon peak P1 first reduces its intensity, while P2 broadens, yet the shape of the VDOS remains the same.
In the FM state (Figure 9 a), the shape of the phonon density of states is strongly affected by the magnetic ordering in
the sample. As the transition from the AF to FM state is isostructural, similar to the previously discussed La(Fe,Si)13
compounds, we would not expect large changes in the VDOS
a priori. Indeed, the overall shape of the Fe-VDOS is much
less affected compared to La(Fe,Si)13. The change in magnetic order is accompanied by a reduction of the prominent
phonon mode P1, which can be assigned together with P2 to
transverse and longitudinal optical modes. A tiny reduction
is also visible in the low-energy mode P4, which is an acoustic mode as well as P3. The small red-shift is in accordance
with the structural thermal expansion upon heating. In addition to the experiments, complementary first-principles calculations have been performed to understand the coupling between the lattice dynamics and magnetism. The correspondEnergy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

ing element-resolved DFT calculations show good agreement
between the experimental data and theory. It shows, however, that the changes in the VDOS across the transition are
substantial for Rh, which is not accessible to NRIXS, and we
consequently expect Rh to play the dominant role with respect to the vibrational contribution to the entropy change.
The magnetoelastic coupling corresponds here to the change
in the magnetic state of Rh—whereas the Fe moments
remain essentially localized. The comparison of the experimental VDOS at T = 64 K with calculations of the predicted
orthorhombic or monoclinic low-temperature phase also
yields no indication for a further phase transition down to
this temperature.[23]
In earlier years of this field, the metamagnetic transition
has been ascribed to extraordinarily large differences in lowtemperature specific heat between the AF and FM phases.
Tu et al.[124] argued that a change in entropy of band electrons is solely responsible for the transition, but this view
fails to explain the transition in the case of the admixture of
5 % Ir to FeRh, where the relation of the specific heats becomes reversed.[116, 125, 126] A more recent attempt to disentangle the different contributions to the entropy change from
experiments has been undertaken by Cooke et al.[127] based
on their seminal measurements of the specific heat in FM
and AF thin FeRh films. They concluded that the inverse
transition is driven by the huge magnetic entropy, whereas
the lattice entropy is counteracting, which is precisely the opposite picture of that for the Heusler systems discussed in
Section 2.2. However, due to the lack of suitable alternatives,
the decomposition of entropy and specific heat in the spirit
of Equation (2) was based on a simple Debye model for the
lattice degrees of freedom fitted to elastic constants, which
might not be accurate enough for this purpose.
Previous first-principles studies concentrated on the electronic part and total energy due to magnetic excitations.[128, 129] Encouraged by the good agreement of the Feprojected VDOS between experiment and theory in both
phases of FeRh, we therefore attempted a similar approach
to that presented for La–Fe–Si in Section 2.1. Concerning the
lattice degrees of freedom, we discovered significant changes
in the Rh-projected VDOS with respect to the magnetic
state and lattice distortions,[23] whereas only information related to Fe is available from NRIXS. This can be expected,
as in FeRh the Fe-moments present a rather localized character, whereas the spin density distribution cancels at the Rh
site in the AF phase[130] leading to a large change in the Rh
moment. Therefore, for the following, we rely upon our thermodynamic data for cubic bulk FeRh obtained within the
quasi-harmonic approximation from first-principles,[23, 108]
taking into account thermal expansion and the volume
change at the transition. The respective lattice and electronic
contributions to the entropy change are shown in Figure 10,
together with DSmag obtained from the magnon density of
states calculated for both, AF and FM phases.[131] When approaching the Curie temperature, the single-particle picture
breaks down and the presence of excited spin waves might
alter the magnon density of states significantly (magnon–
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Figure 10. Disentangled entropy contributions DSmag (thin green line) and
DSlat (blue dashed line) from our quasiharmonic calculations[23] in comparison with the entropy change obtained from two different magnetic models
(red lines): (i) the difference of the entropy of magnon excitations as calculated from first-principles by Gu and Antropov[131] DGmagnon
(dotted line) and
mag
(ii) the respective entropy difference obtained from a Blume–Capel model
[132]
DGBC
(dash-dotted line) considering spin-flip and longitudinal excitamag
tions. In the transition region, all entropy contributions act cooperatively
(have the same sign) and are essentially of the same magnitude.

magnon interaction). Therefore, we present as a complementary estimate DSmag obtained from a phenomenologically parameterized spin-1 Ising (Blume–Capel) model,[132] which
allows longitudinal and spin-flip excitations and was evaluated at finite temperatures by classical Monte Carlo simulations. The essence of Figure 10 is that although all contributions to the entropy change exhibit a different temperature
dependence, they all acquire the same sign, similar to the
conventional magnetocaloric La–Fe–Si with a comparable
magnitude at the metamagnetic transition. In summary, we
@1 @1
obtain DSel + DSlat + DSBC
which is close to the
mag & 20 J kg K
total entropy change reported from experiments, ranging
from 12 to 19 J kg@1 K@1.[94, 96, 116, 121, 133, 134] Also, the temperature-dependent total free energy difference DG from ab initio thermodynamics in combination with both of the above
mentioned magnetic models (see Figure 11) reproduces the
experimental data of Ponomarev[135] and yields a reasonable
estimate of the metamagnetic transition temperature, which
further validates our analysis of the role of the particular degrees of freedom.
Rh is scarce and expensive. For this reason, this alloy does
not qualify as a candidate for mass-market applications. But
it demonstrates that an excellent performance can be achieved even with inverse magnetocaloric materials. One important reason is the ordered AF ground state, which can
possess a lower entropy compared to the FM at the metamagnetic transition and allows for the cooperative action of
all degrees of freedom as in La(Fe,Si)13. Therefore, FeRh can
serve as a design model for other classes of inverse magnetocaloric materials, in particular the Heusler alloys or
Mn3GaC-based antiperovskites. Here one may look out for
systems with a stable AF or FM order over the entire stability range of the martensite by specifically shaping the magnetic interactions between the elements.
Energy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

Figure 11. Decomposed Gibbs free energy obtained from our quasiharmonic
calculations DGel. (thin green line), DGlat (blue dashed line), and
DGlat + el (thick purple line) in combination with the free energy contributions
of two different magnetic models (red lines): (i) the difference of the free
energy of magnon excitations as calculated from first-principles by Gu and
Antropov[131] DGmagnon
(dotted line) and (ii) the respective free energy differmag
[132]
ence obtained from a Blume–Capel model DGBC
(dash-dotted line) conmag
sidering spin-flip and longitudinal excitations. Both descriptions of magnetism lead to a reasonable agreement with the experimental data DGexp of Ponomarev[135] (black circles, right axis). As the AF–FM energy difference turned
out to be very sensitive to details of the technical setup,[23, 102] defects, and deviation from stoichiometry,[136, 137] the left and right axes are aligned such that
the extrapolations of experimental and theoretical free energy differences coincide at T = 0 (same scaling on both axes). Figure adapted from Ref. [23],
used with permission. Original Figure TAmerican Physical Society.

3. Magnetic Interactions in Magnetocaloric Materials
As there is no direct access to the magnetic part of the total
entropy, it is important to take a closer look at the microscopic magnetic correlations in magnetocaloric materials.
The magnetostructural phase transitions and thereby the behavior of the thermal hysteresis and hence the performance
of these materials strongly depends on the magnetic interactions.
3.1. Ni–Mn–X(–Co) Heusler alloys
In the following we will demonstrate how element specific
studies, ferromagnetic resonance, and bandstructure calculations can be used to achieve a microscopic understanding of
the relevant interactions in Heusler systems on an atomic
length scale. As introduced in Section 2, Heusler alloys undergo a phase transition from high-temperature austenite to
a low-temperature martensite phase. The symmetry reduction during this martensitic phase transition strongly affects
the magnetic correlations in the system by changing the interatomic distances and the magnetic exchange. While in the
austenite phase interactions are predominately FM and lead
to a high spontaneous magnetization, the interactions are
more complex in the martensite.[91, 138–142] To gather information on the magnetic coupling in the martensite phase, a
combined approach of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and
X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) as well as Xray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements was
used.[143] X-ray absorption measurements were performed at
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the ID12 beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility in Grenoble, France. The X-ray absorption spectra
were recorded using a cryostat and an applied magnetic field
of : 1.6 T in both structural phases. The results are shown in
Figure 12. From the XANES at the K-edges of Mn, Co (not

Figure 12. XANES (top) and XMCD (bottom) spectra for a Ni45Mn37In13Co5
powder sample measured at the Mn (a, b) and Ni (c, d) K-edge, in the martensite state at Texp = 150 K (black) and in the austenite state at Texp = 305 K
(red). Figure adapted from Ref. [143], used with permission. Original Figure
TWiley-VCH.

Figure 13. (a–d) FMR spectra of powder Ni45Mn37In13Co5 in the high-temperature austenite phase at 430 K (a) and 305 K (b) and in the low-temperature
martensite phase at 150 K (c) and 5.2 K (d) taken in external field sweeps
from 1.6 T to 0 T. The (red) dotted line in each spectrum represents the isotropic value and the signal at higher fields (red circle) is magnified by a
factor of 100 for visualization. Figure adapted from Ref. [143], used with permission. Original Figure TWiley-VCH.

shown here), and Ni in the martensite (T = 150 K, black
lines) and austenite (T = 305 K, red lines) phase, it is apparent that the magneto-structural phase transition strongly
alters the local surroundings of all three elements. As the
rising edge remains unchanged, a change in the local electronic surroundings can be neglected. From the XMCD
signal, the orbital polarization can be extracted as it reflects
the orbital component of the density of states of p- and dlike symmetry considering electric dipole and electric quadrupole transitions. In the high-temperature austenite phase,
the XMCD spectra for all three elements show the same
sign, indicating a parallel alignment. Hence, in the cubic austenite phase, we see FM behavior. After the phase transition
in the low-temperature phase, the XMCD signal at the Mn
K-edge vanishes, whereas Co and Ni exhibit a reduced
XMCD signal and therefore a small magnetic moment in the
tetragonal distorted martensite phase. Figure 13 depicts the
FMR measurements in both of the magnetostructural phases.
The FMR spectrum at low temperature (T = 5.2 K) in the
martensite phase shows two defined resonances. The peak
occurring at a low field value of 240 mT can be attributed to
FM interactions within the sample, whereas the resonance
with smaller intensity at 1200 mT can be attributed to AF interactions. The weak AF coupling leads to an increased spin
frustration at very low temperatures. With increasing temperature, the FMR line intensity decreases until the line vanishes. This behavior can be interpreted in the following way:
Below 50 K there is a mixed phase of AF and FM. Heating
the sample through the phase transition changes the FMR
spectra significantly. Only one resonance line is visible,

which is shifted down to 130 mT with a very low intensity.
This resonance field deviates from the paramagnetic value
(dotted red line) and illustrates that FM interactions are
present in this Ni–Mn–In–Co material, also in the martensite
phase with low magnetization and they can be attributed to
Ni (and Co).
While it is difficult to disentangle a change in local magnetic moment from magnetic disorder or non-parallel alignment experimentally, element- and site-resolved magnetic exchange constants can be calculated from first principles, for
instance by using the Korringa–Kohn–Rostoker (KKR)
method in combination with the so-called Liechtenstein approach.[144] Implementations such as SPR-KKR[145, 146] offer
the possibility to treat off-stoichiometric compositions and
disorder efficiently without large supercells in the framework
of the coherent-potential approximation (CPA) (see, e.g.,
Ref. [147]). This is convenient as the experimental synthesis
and annealing procedures involve in general off-stoichiometric compositions and partial chemical disorder.
Using KKR-CPA, the magnetic exchange constants for
several Heusler compounds have been calculated over the
years, with a particular focus on Ni–Mn–In and Ni–Mn–Gabased systems.[44, 148–154] Also quaternary systems as Ni–Mn–
In–Co have been investigated.[155–159] The In- and Ga-based
compounds are isoelectronic and show similar behaviors at
the same compositions. Therefore, we will discuss in the following the exchange parameters of off-stoichiometric Heusler compounds, which we calculated recently for
Ni43Co9Mn27Ga21[160] under the assumption of additional partial disorder between the X- and Y-sublattices in the L21 pro-
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Figure 14. Calculated magnetic interaction parameters Jij for a Heisenberg model of an off-stoichiometric Ni43Co9Mn27Ga21 Heusler compound in the cubic L21
austenite (a) and tetragonal L10 martensite phase (b) with c/a = 1.2. Both structures are subject to additional site disorder. The data points refer to particular
exchange constants between different magnetic atoms i and j characterized by their distance rij, which is specified relative to the lattice constant of cubic austenite (acubic = 5.80 b). Positive values denote ferromagnetic interactions, and negative values a preferred antiferromagnetic alignment of the interacting spins.
Their values depend decisively on the site on which the elements are located. These are indicated by the indices according to the L21 Heusler formula unit
X2YZ, see inset in the upper right panel of (a): X is the preferred site of Ni and Co, Y of Mn, and Z of Ga and Mn. The exchange constants for austenite were
calculated from a ferromagnetic reference and for martensite from a ferrimagnetic reference configuration, which is depicted in the upper left panel of (b), in
accordance with the experimental findings. Particular interactions discussed in the text are highlighted by colors. Please note the change in scale on the ordinate between (a) and (b). Figure adapted from Ref. [160], used with permission. TInstitute of Physics.

totype structure X2YZ, which are predominately occupied by
Mn and Ga. In addition, the Co-rich composition, which
forces Co to occupy Y- and Z-sites as well, leads to a variety
of additional possibilities for the magnetic exchange interaction pairs present in the system.
All combinations are shown in Figure 14 (except for Ga,
which has negligible magnetic contributions), plotted as a
function of the interatomic distance between the interacting
atoms.
In agreement with previous reports,[44, 153, 154, 161] we observe
significant short-ranged FM interactions between neighboring Ni and Mn atoms in the austenite phase (Figure 14 a,
lower left panel). These are mainly responsible for the prevailing FM order in the austenite. Due to the decrease of the
induced moment of Ni, they are significantly reduced in the
martensite (Figure 14 b, lower left panel) which contributes
to the early breakdown of magnetic order in this phase. In
contrast, according to predictions based on the generalized
Bethe–Slater curve,[140, 162, 163] interactions between nearestneighbor MnY–MnZ pairs support an AF arrangement already in the austenite (lower right panel in Figure 14 a), competing with the indirect FM coupling over the Ni-sites in the
martensite, which is in perfect agreement with previous studies.[44, 155, 156] In the tetragonal case, this interaction splits up
according to the reduced symmetry, exhibiting an extreme directional dependence with values of approximately + 19 meV
along the elongated c-axis in contrast to @30 meV along the
a- and b-axes.
Adding Co to the system essentially stabilizes the FM
character of the spin configuration in the cubic austenite.
Energy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

The majority of Co atoms located on the Ni-site establishes
FM interaction with Mn (upper right panel of Figure 14 a),
which is larger than the Mn–Ni exchange. Considerable interactions are also found among the Co atoms on all sites and
with Ni, whereas Ni–Ni interactions are negligible. Similar
mechanisms stabilizing FM order have already been pointed
out in other first-principles studies of quaternary Ni–Mn–
(Al, Ga, In)–Co Heusler alloys.[155–158, 164] In the martensite
phase, the interactions involving CoX show a very similar reduction upon the transition to martensite compared to Ni,
which is also located on the X-sites. Excess Co atoms on the
Y- and Z-sites, however, follow a similar pattern to Mn after
the transition. Here, the CoY–CoZ interaction splits up into a
small AF interaction of @0.4 meV along the c-axis versus an
intriguingly large FM contribution of + 42 meV along a and
b. Thus a small fraction of Co atoms on the X- and Y-sites,
which is likely to be present due to incomplete order, might
induce a considerable perturbation of any non-ferromagnetic
spin distribution.
This shows that the magnetic properties are not solely determined by the mere composition of the system—as captured by the valence electron ration e/a—but also essentially
by the distinct lattice sites on which the elements are residing. To some extent this can be controlled by partial disorder
and by forcing excess Co to the Y- and Z-sites. As discussed
in Ref. [160], the same is true for Mn forced to the X-sites
(for instance by adjusting the composition as in
Ni45Mn32Ni23). In this case, Mn partially acquires the similar
minority spin density of states to that of Ni, exhibiting a predominately itinerant behavior, whereas Co atoms placed in
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the same configurational environment as the Mn atoms also
acquire magnetic properties similar to Mn. Therefore, we
conclude that compositional disorder is a fundamental factor
for the magnetic behavior of a Ni–Mn-based Heusler system,
which can alter the magnetic behavior in a fashion that is not
entirely straightforward. This is particularly the case for Codoped metamagnetic Heusler alloys, which are of primary interest for magnetocaloric applications.
3.2. Mn3GaC-based antiperovskites
Mn-based antiperovskites with the general formula Mn3AX,
(A: Al, Zn, Ga, Ge, Sn, In) and (X: C, N, B), show a large variety of magnetic ordering configurations and magnetostructural
transitions with narrow hysteresis properties.[165–170] These
materials crystallize in the Pm3m space group with cubic
symmetry. Mn is located at the face-centered positions, the
A atoms reside on the cube corners and the X atoms occupy
the octahedral sites at the cube center. Mn3GaC has been
particularly investigated due to its narrow hysteresis at the
first-order transition. It undergoes a first-order AF to FM
transition at 167 K, which is accompanied by a volume contraction of about 0.5 % without a detectable change in the
crystal structure.[166, 169] Mn3GaC exhibits an inverse MCE in
the vicinity of the first-order transition. At 250 K, Mn3GaC
shows a second-order FM-to-PM transition with a conventional MCE. Figure 15 a shows the temperature-dependent
magnetization under an external field of 50 mT for zerofield-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) measurements. Applying a magnetic field stabilizes the FM phase and shifts the
first-order transition towards lower temperatures. The large
shift (@4.4 K T@1) of the transition and the narrow thermal
hysteresis (4 K) enable a full transformation from the AF to
the FM state even in 2 T and lead to a large magnetic entro-

py change (DST = 15 J kg@1 K@1).[41, 168, 171] The narrow thermal
hysteresis can be further reduced by substituting C by N,
whereas the hysteresis disappears for Mn3GaC0.85N0.15.[167, 172]
The temperature dependence of the magnetization of
Mn3GaC0.85N0.15 is shown in Figure 15 b. At 185 K, the firstand second-order transitions coincide and the alloy transforms from an AF state to an enhanced paramagnetic state
(EPM) without long-range FM ordering. Applying an external magnetic field leads, as for Mn3GaC, to a shift of the
transition temperature towards lower temperatures.[172] Neutron depolarization studies of Mn3GaC and Mn3GaC0.85N0.15
provide information on the presence of long-range FM ordering and the presence of FM domains.[173] Therefore, the
flipping ratio Rf of the transmitted neutrons is measured. Rf
is calculated by the ratio of the spin-up to spin-down neutrons. For zero net magnetization of the sample Rf is not affected, whereas the presence of FM domains, however, leads
to a torque of the neutron spin which results in a drop of Rf.
Figure 15 c, d shows Rf of the Mn3GaC and Mn3GaC0.85N0.15
sample as a function of temperature. In the AF state below
167 K, Mn3GaC shows a constant Rf. Above the first-order
transition, the sample is in a FM state and a drop in Rf is observed. At 250 K, Mn3GaC undergoes the second-order FMto-PM transition and Rf increases rapidly due to the absence
of FM domains. For Mn3GaC0.85N0.15, a constant Rf is observed over the entire temperature range. This shows that no
FM domains are developed at the transition temperature although a tendency towards FM ordering is observed by the
increase of M(T) in the vicinity of the transition. To determine the magnetic coupling in the vicinity of the first-order
transition in more detail, neutron polarization analyses have
been performed.[173] The measurements show a presence of
FM correlations at high temperatures in both samples. However, no long-range FM ordering was observed in
Mn3GaC0.85N0.15. The MCE in Mn3GaC0.85N0.15 is most probably related to induced ferromagnetism by applying a magnetic field. However, the absence of thermal hysteresis raises
the question of the extent to which the presence of FM domains contributes to the hysteresis. In this case, coinciding
first- and second-order transition in materials with inverse
MCE can offer a possibility to minimize or even eliminate
the hysteresis.

4. Effect of Hysteresis on the MCE around Magnetostructural Transitions

Figure 15. Temperature-dependent magnetization of (a) Mn3GaC and
(c) Mn3GaC0.85N0.15 at 50 mT. The temperature dependence of the flipping
ratio Rf of the transmitted neutrons is shown for (b) Mn3GaC and
(d) Mn3GaC0.85N0.15. Figure adapted from Ref. [173], used with permission.
Original Figure TIOP PUBLISHING, LTD.
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After the detailed analysis of the thermodynamic and magnetic fundamentals, which are important for magnetocaloric
materials to understand the thermal hysteresis, we now focus
in the following sections on studies about application-related
properties as well as the role of thermal hysteresis and microstructure in dynamical experiments. Therefore, we will
discuss possible discrepancies between the entropy diagram
determined under equilibrium conditions and the properties
DST and DTad determined from field-cycling experiments.
To develop the magnetocaloric material systems that are
presented in this article towards efficient cooling under real
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conditions, the materials have to be evaluated in terms of
their adiabatic temperature change under cyclic magnetic
fields. As the economic and ecological impacts of the permanent magnet needed to drive the MCE form a crucial
issue,[63, 174] it should be considered that the active magnetocaloric regenerator for a caloric cooling device is optimized
for field frequencies of at least 1–10 Hz.[12] In particular, the
materialQs shape is of great importance for efficient heat exchange with the fluid. Therefore, the dependence of the magnetostructural phase transition on the grain or particle size is
investigated, as well as the influence of the field-sweep rate
of the applied magnetic field on DTad, which yields information on the kinetics of the MCE. The influence of the microstructure on the thermal hysteresis and magnetic field cycling
under non-equilibrium conditions is particularly discussed to
evaluate the reversible DTad under application-relevant conditions for different material systems.
In this section, we investigate the influence of thermal hysteresis on the MCE for cyclic field applications. We start by
introducing the effect of thermal hysteresis in the material
system La–Fe–Si on both the entropy and adiabatic temperature change, before moving over to further material systems.

Figure 16. Temperature- and field-dependent specific heat capacity cp of
LaFe11.6Si1.4 both in an applied magnetic field of 1.9 T and with no field application. The closed symbols correspond to values measured upon cooling,
whereas the open symbols correspond to the heating protocol. Figure adapted from Ref. [177], used with permission. Original Figure TElsevier.

4.1. La(FexSi1@x)13-based compounds
Because of their promising magnetocaloric properties, La–
Fe–Si alloys are one of the most studied material systems for
the development of active regenerator beds for cyclically operated magnetocaloric devices.[15, 17, 21, 24, 175, 176] We will focus in
the following on the discussion about the reversibility of the
MCE by considering the S(T) diagram and the underlying
heat capacity data determined for the compound
LaFe11.6Si1.4.[177]
In Figure 16, cp measurements under 0 and 1.9 T are shown
for both heating and cooling protocols with sharp peaks at
the first-order phase transitions. The metastability of the
phase transition at m0H = 0 T results in a distinct temperature
width of the transition indicated by T1–T2 (for cooling) and
T4–T3 (for heating) as explained in Figure 16. The transition
is shifted to higher temperatures in the case of an applied
field of 1.9 T, which leads to a reduction of the thermal hysteresis.[24] We used the cp data shown in Figure 16 to construct the temperature-dependent total entropy curves shown
in Figure 17 a, b for the heating and cooling curves, respectively.[177] Therefore, we used the following equation and
chose Tref = 185 K, because below this temperature the entropy is almost independent of the magnetic field H:
Z
SðT ÞH ¼

T
T ref

cp;H ðT Þ
dT þ SðT ref ÞH
T

ð9Þ

The data in Figure 17 demonstrate the direct influence of
thermal hysteresis both on the entropy change DST (panel b)
and adiabatic temperature change DTad (panel a). Additionally, Figure 17 shows that the transition occurs not in a jumplike fashion, as expected for a first-order transition, and instead the FM and PM phases coexist over a finite temperaEnergy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

Figure 17. The calculated metastable S(T) diagrams of LaFe11.6Si1.4 close to
the first-order phase transition. The closed symbols correspond to values
measured upon cooling, whereas open symbols correspond to the heating
protocol. The adiabatic temperature change DTad is represented in panel (a)
whereas the isothermal entropy change DST is represented in panel (b).
Figure adapted from Ref. [177], used with permission. Original Figure
TElsevier.
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ture interval. Intriguingly, the finite temperature range of the
transition cannot be linked to a chemical inhomogeneity of
the material that results in a distribution of Tt. However, the
large volume difference between the coexisting phases may
exert stress on transforming grains, which may in turn shift
their Tt, according to the large inverse barocaloric effect observed in this system.[178] In addition, the presence of metastable magnetic states of Fe, which are close in energy, as
proposed earlier from theory,[51, 52] may foster a smoother
transition. Recent DFT calculations suggest, that the dependence of the energy on magnetization becomes rather flat
after magnetic disorder has set in.[39, 52] The mechanism of
thermal hysteresis in the case of LaFe11.6Si1.4 is expected to
be closely related to the volume expansion of this compound
at the transition temperature Tt,[3] as discussed above in Section 2.
In the case of zero-field cooling, the sample transforms
from a PM to FM phase along the S(T) diagram, accompanied by latent heat, as shown in Figure 17 a, b. A similar case
can be observed in zero-field heating with a first-order phase
transition. The curves obtained from the heating and cooling
protocol define the hysteresis width of approximately 1.6 K.
In the case of an applied field, the transition shifts by approximately 4.2 K T@1 as shown by the curves measured in
1.9 T in Figure 17 a, b.
The adiabatic temperature change can be directly determined by the horizontal arrows in the S(T) diagram shown
in Figure 17 a and the isothermal entropy change by the vertical arrows as shown in Figure 17 b. The effect of thermal
hysteresis becomes directly obvious from this presentation.
Due to the fact that the first-order phase transition can be
driven by a magnetic field or temperature, the end point of
the horizontal line indicating DTad will always lie on the cooling branch of the entropy curve when a magnetic field is applied, as illustrated by arrow A in Figure 17 a. The arrow
does not finish on the entropy curve corresponding to the
heating of the sample because this corresponds to the reverse
temperature-driven first-order phase transition. Upon field
removal, the arrow ends on the heating entropy curve for
zero-field application, thereby reducing DTad. Therefore,
under cycling in a magnetic field the arrows in the S(T) diagram will be bound by the entropy curve for heating under
zero field and by the cooling curve under an applied magnetic field (arrow A’) leading to a reduced temperature change
for the second as well as for all consecutive magnetization
and demagnetization cycles compared to the first cycle.
The discussion is similar for the isothermal entropy change
DST. In this case, the magnitude can be determined from the
vertical lines in the S(T) diagram in Figure 17 b. On the first
cycle, the isothermal entropy change DST (indicated by
arrow A) is higher than in the consecutive cycles (arrow A’).
The temperature-dependent DTad is shown in Figure 18 for
multiple cooling and heating cycles. The first cooling and
heating cycles correspond to arrows A and A’ in Figure 17 a.
For the first cycle, an adiabatic temperature change of approximately 7 K at 190.5 K was observed under a field
change of 1.9 T. Upon heating, the sample in the first cycle
Energy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

Figure 18. The adiabatic temperature change DTad measured upon cooling
(closed symbols) and heating (open symbols) in a field change of 1.9 T for
the first field application cycle and the cyclic values measured on the
6th cycle. Figure adapted from Ref. [177], used with permission. Original
Figure TElsevier.

exhibits a temperature change of 5.8 K at a peak temperature of 192.2 K with a hysteresis width of 2.2 K. After field
cycling, the hysteresis drops nearly to zero and a cyclic value
of the adiabatic temperature change for all consecutive heating and cooling cycles was observed, as indicated by the sixth
cooling cycle in Figure 18 of 5.6 K at 192 K. These values
agree well with the values obtained indirectly by the S(T) diagram in Figure 17 a leading to a reduction of the obtainable
adiabatic temperature change by 20 % due to thermal hysteresis.
4.2. Ni–Mn–X(–Co) Heusler alloys
Following the previous detailed description of the fundamental thermodynamic background of the reversibility for cyclic
field applications in a magnetocaloric system, we now discuss
the influence of thermal hysteresis for the family of Ni–Mn–
X(–Co) Heusler compounds. They are characterized by a
thermal hysteresis of 5–20 K, depending on the Heusler
system, further substitutions, and the micro- and crystal
structure that results from the composition.[179] Therefore, the
hysteresis is considerably larger than for the La–Fe–Si material system and highly diminishes the reversible magnetocaloric effect in these alloys.[16, 180–184] Even though large adiabatic temperature changes of up to @8 K can be obtained for
Ni–Mn–In–Co under a magnetic field of 2 T for the first field
application, the reversible effect is considerably smaller.[185]
Due to a significant field sensitivity that shifts the phase
transition down to lower temperatures by @8 K T@1 for the
compound Ni45.7Mn36.6In13.5Co4.2 in Figure 19 a, applying a
magnetic field of only 2 T under isothermal conditions causes
a complete transformation. However, higher fields would be
necessary to complete the back transition as well and transform the material back to its original state by decreasing the
field back to zero. Therefore, the directly measured adiabatic
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magnetic fields of 9–12 T are necessary to induce a fully reversible MCE for the Ni–Mn–Sn–Co system.[187–189]
During a cyclic process with lower magnetic fields, the material cannot overcome the thermal hysteresis completely
and the characteristic temperature dependence of magnetization, which represents the fractions of austenite and martensite during the transition, is described by minor loops inside
the thermal hysteresis area. These minor loops are highly dependent on the size and shape of the complete thermal hysteresis loops for the different Heusler alloys.[16] The understanding of the transformation processes in minor loops can
be a step forward to enhance the cyclic MCE in Heusler
alloys. In analogy to the La–Fe–Si alloys, an entropy diagram
can be constructed from direct calorimetric measurements
and heat capacity data of Ni–Mn–In–Co.[190] The resulting
S(T) diagram is shown in Figure 20 for zero magnetic field
and a field of 2 T, respectively, for the first field application
as well as for the reversible MCE.
The data for the total entropy fit very well with the values
for isothermal entropy change and adiabatic temperature
change determined experimentally, as depicted in Figure 20 a.
However, the directly measured reversible effect in Figure 20 b is larger than expected from the area between the
entropy data under 0 T and cooling as well as the 2 T curve
under heating. Even for compounds that do not show any reversibility in the S(T) diagram, a reversible adiabatic temperature change can be measured.[191] This finding is explained

Figure 19. (a) Magnetization curves depending on the temperature of the
Ni45.7Mn36.6In13.5Co4.2 Heusler alloy in different magnetic fields up to 2 T. The
shifts of starting temperatures for martensite (Ms) and austenite phase formation (As) depending on the applied magnetic field are shown in the inset.
(b) Adiabatic temperature change of this sample upon cyclic application of a
magnetic field of 1.9 T. Figure adapted from Ref. [185], used with permission.
Original Figure TAIP Publishing.

temperature change under a cyclic magnetic field of 2 T is reduced to 3 K due to thermal hysteresis (Figure 19 b), which
corresponds to an irreversibility ratio of 62.5 %.
An even more drastic reduction of the reversible magnetocaloric effect under cycling exists for Ni–Mn–Sn(–Co) Heusler alloys. The compounds with little or no amount of Co are
characterized by a larger thermal hysteresis and lower field
sensitivity of the phase transition compared to the Ni–Mn–In
compounds.[86, 138] Therefore, the magnetocaloric signal of the
second field cycle is often overlaid by heating due to the conventional MCE near the Curie temperature of the austenite
phase, and the material does not show any reversibility
by direct DTad measurements for Ni50Mn36Sn13Co1,[182]
Ni48.6Mn34.9Sn16.5,[16] and Ni51.2Mn35.1Sn13.7.[186] However, compounds with an increased amount of Co substitution show a
smaller thermal hysteresis, which leads to a reversible DTad
of @1.2 K compared to @2.5 K (50 % reversibility) for the
first field cycle for Ni45.7Mn37.9Sn11.5Co4.9.[186] Detailed investigations of the influence of thermal hysteresis on the reversibility of the magnetostructural phase transition predict that
Energy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

Figure 20. Entropy vs. temperature diagram for Ni45.7Mn36.6In13.5Co4.2 Heusler
alloy in 0 and 2 T with arrows that depict the directly measured adiabatic temperature change (horizontal) and isothermal entropy change (vertical) for a
field change of 2 T for the first field application (a) and further cycles (b).
Figure adapted from Ref. [190], used with permission. Original Figure TAIP
Publishing.
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by the special characteristics of the minor loops and demonstrates that the actual cyclic effect cannot be predicted by
isofield experiments only. As the calorimetric measurements
represent a quasi-static method, the actual properties from
fast field cycling experiments are not reproduced accordingly,
although this is in principle possible for calorimetric measurements with limited field-sweep rates.[191, 192] The evaluation
of minor loops starting at temperatures where a mixed state
of martensite and austenite is present in the sample shows
that the thermal hysteresis is reduced significantly. It follows
that the energy barrier for the formation of a new martensite
phase is reduced compared to a pure austenitic starting state.
As martensitic areas are already present in the sample, they
act as nuclei for the formation of new martensite and reduce
the energy barrier that is needed for phase nucleation.[190]
From the application point of view, this gives the perspective
of enhancing the achievable reversible temperature change
by designing minor loops of hysteresis with optimal starting
conditions and similar fractions of austenite and martensite
present. This state favors phase-boundary motion instead of
energy-intensive nucleation processes, thereby enabling a microstructurally tuned cyclic MCE that is larger than predicted from thermodynamic S(T) diagrams.[190, 191]
In addition, it has been shown that the approaching speed
towards the measurement temperature also plays an important role for the reversibility of the MCE.[191] High approaching speeds favor a magnetic-field-induced phase transition
when starting in the pure martensitic state. Residual stress in
the martensite can occur from the fast approaching rate of
the temperature. This effect moves the sample away from
equilibrium conditions and the austenite formation is favored. Therefore, the thermal hysteresis is reduced by the
pressure arising from the internal microstructure of the martensite, which is comparable to the modification of the effective thermal hysteresis by using external hydrostatic pressure
in a multicaloric cooling cycle, as proposed in Ref. [11]. Due
to the microstructural stress dependence of the martensitic
phase transition in Heusler alloys, external mechanical modifications can also influence the transition. It has been shown
for instance that the thermal hysteresis can be reduced on a
local scale by nanoindentations. Creating elastic stray fields
from regions of plastic deformation leads to a reduction of
the nucleation barrier and thus to stress-induced martensitic
nuclei formation at higher temperatures than would be expected for a stress-free state.[193]

pounds Mn3GaC and Mn3Ga(C0.85N0.15). For the case of
Mn3GaC, the compound orders ferromagnetically at a TC =
250 K and undergoes an isostructural phase transition to the
AF state at Tt = 165 K, as depicted in Figure 21 a. The transition temperature is shifted towards lower temperatures at a
rate of @4.4 K T@1 upon applying a magnetic field.
Therefore, it experiences an inverse MCE in a comparable
way to the Heusler alloys. Both Tt and Tc can be tuned by
various elemental substitutions on the Mn or Ga sites[168–170]
as well as by external pressure.[194, 195]
Direct measurements of the adiabatic temperature change
under a magnetic field of 3 T show an MCE of up to @3.1 K
for the first field application.[41] In accordance to the previously discussed systems, this value is reduced upon further
field applications and the material is cycled within minor
loops of hysteresis. However, the narrow thermal hysteresis
and the significant magnetic field sensitivity of the phase
transition lead to a cyclic temperature change of @2.8 K as
shown in Figure 21 b.[41] Therefore, this material represents a
system where the working minor loops are close to a full
transformation. The irreversibility of the adiabatic tempera-

4.3. Mn3GaC-based antiperovskites
In the following, we will discuss magnetocaloric compounds
of the Mn3GaC and Mn3GaN family concerning reversibility
issues that result from the occurrence of thermal hysteresis.
As already introduced in Section 3, in these antiperovskites a
narrow thermal hysteresis is observed that leads to a large
MCE with high reversibility. Furthermore, the thermal hysteresis can be eliminated by tuning the magnetostructural
phase transition to make the first- and second-order transitions coincide. As examples, we will focus here on the comEnergy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

Figure 21. (a) Magnetization curves depending on temperature for Mn3GaC
antiperovskite in different magnetic fields up to 5 T. (b) Evolution of the reversible adiabatic temperature change for first field application and further
field cycles in a magnetic field of 5 T for the starting temperature of 149 K.
Figure adapted from Ref. [41], used with permission. Original Figure TAIP
Publishing.
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ture change under magnetic field cycling is only 10 % of the
DTad value for a full transformation.
An additional option to tune the structural transition temperature Tt and the Curie Temperature Tc is by substituting
carbon with nitrogen to form a Mn3Ga(C1@xNx) compound.[167] For the composition Mn3Ga(C0.85N0.15), the thermal hysteresis vanishes and a phase transition from an AF
state to an enhanced paramagnetic state is observed. The enhanced paramagnetic phase shows no strong FM ordering
(see Section 3.2). An external magnetic field induces FM correlations and shifts the transition temperature of the magnetostructural transition at a rate of @2.5 K T@1.[172] In the absence of thermal hysteresis, a completely reversible magnetocaloric effect can be induced by magnetic field changes,
which is proven by direct measurements of the adiabatic
temperature change. The measurements show a fully reversible DTad of 3 K for the first field application as well as for
further field cycling at 3 T.[172]
4.4. Fe2P compounds
Fe2P-type alloys represent a promising class of materials that
show a sharp first-order phase transition.[196, 197] The most
promising material compositions to this point are based on
Mn, Fe, P, and Si.[5, 198–200] A sample of Mn1.32Fe0.71P0.5Si0.56
with a phase purity of 95 wt % was produced by a powermetallurgical route as described in Ref. [59].
The magnetization curves of this compound at 0.2 and 2 T
are shown in Figure 22 a. The thermal hysteresis is determined from both inflection points of the heating and cooling
curves and corresponds to approximately 7 K with a magnetization of 115 A m@2 kg@1 under a field of 2 T, which agrees
well with literature values.[201] The thermal hysteresis in this
material is assumed to be related to the anisotropic lattice
volume change of the sample, thereby resulting in only a
minimal volume change.[56] In Figure 22 b the temperaturedependent adiabatic temperature change is shown for a field
change of 1.9 T, which results in a maximum DTad of 2.35 K
measured on the cooling branch. To judge the cyclic magnetocaloric effect, the temperature change of the material is
plotted versus time in the inset of Figure 22 b, undergoing a
field cycle from 0 to 1.9 T to 0 to @1.9 T and back to 0 T,
mimicking an application-relevant cooling cycle. Due to the
effect of thermal hysteresis explained above, the cyclic and
reversible adiabatic temperature change DT rev
ad at a peak temperature of 268 K is reduced by 24 % to only 1.9 K.
This analysis of the influence of thermal hysteresis on the
reversible magnetocaloric properties of field-induced phase
transitions shows that it is crucial to determine the important
aspects of reversibility from direct DTad measurements. Even
though it is not easy to access this quantity, the reversible
MCE upon magnetic field cycling under application-relevant
conditions is crucial to assess the potential of a magnetocaloric material for cooling purposes. For the different material systems discussed here, the direct correlation between
thermal hysteresis in combination with the shift of Tt by an
applied magnetic field (dTt/dH) and the reversible DTad is
Energy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

Figure 22. (a) Temperature-dependent magnetization at fields of 0.2 and 2 T
measured upon cooling and heating of Mn1.32Fe0.71P0.5Si0.56. In panel (b) the
adiabatic temperature change DTad is shown measured on the cooling branch
in a field change of 1.9 T. The inset shows the time-dependent, cyclic MCE
measured at a peak temperature of 268 K. Figure adapted from Ref. [59],
used with permission. Original Figure TElsevier.

apparent. Even though Heusler alloys show a large MCE
upon first field application, which can be in the range of
those of La–Fe–Si alloys, in addition to a large field sensitivity, the thermal hysteresis is larger than 10 K, which highly diminishes the cyclic effect. However, the narrow thermal hysteresis of La–Fe–Si alloys allows for a larger reversible temperature change, which highly favors the development of this
alloy system towards cooling applications. Similarly, high reversibility ratios on a smaller absolute temperature scale can
be obtained for the systems of Fe2P and Mn3GaC with
narrow thermal hysteresis. An effective tuning of the phase
transition towards second order reduces the thermal hysteresis to a minimum and therefore enables a fully reversible
field-induced MCE.

5. Size-Dependence of Magnetocaloric Particles
on the Magnetocaloric Effect
The material size is an essential issue in terms of its application in a magnetic refrigerator. To provide an efficient magnetocaloric regenerator operating at several Hertz, the surface of the material needs to be very large such that good
heat transfer between the material and the exchange fluid is
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possible. This can be achieved by creating fine structures
with well-organized micro-channels, for instance by selective
laser melting.[202] It is also possible to build a regenerator
from magnetocaloric plates. These plates should have a
thickness of no more than 300 mm, because otherwise the
heat transfer would not be efficient.[203] The most straightforward way to obtain a good magnetocaloric heat exchanger is
the use of a powder bed. However, it has the drawback that
the pressure drop can be significantly higher in a powderbased regenerator in comparison to a plate geometry, which
becomes relevant especially at higher operation frequencies.[204] For both the bonded plates and the powder bed, a
base material with a particle size of less than 300 mm is required. For this reason, it is a crucial question how the magnetostructural transition takes place in small particles. This
aspect can be clarified through magnetic measurements of
single fragments with different sizes, which were performed
for the Heusler compound Ni45.7Mn36.6In13.5Co4.2, LaFe11.8Si1.2
and Mn1.2Fe0.68P0.5Si0.6.[205]
In Figure 23, the magnetic moment of the bulk Heusler
sample (upper curve) and of different single particles in a
magnetic field of 1 T are plotted as a function of temperature. To characterize the transformation properties of micrometer-sized particles, small fragments of the material were
isolated under a light microscope and subsequently fixed to
the sample holder with Kapton tape. The diameter was determined by relating the change of the magnetic moment
during the transformation to that of the bulk sample to
obtain the mass of the fragment. By using the density of
8 g cm@3, the volume can be approximated and is represented
by the diameter of a spherical particle of the same volume.
As presented in Figure 23, the transition width of the
250 mm particle is several times broader than in the bulk
sample. Also the thermal hysteresis is approximately twice as
large. Furthermore, the transformation from martensite to
austenite starts at approximtely 285 K, which is 10 K higher
than in the bulk material. This size-dependent behavior becomes even more pronounced for smaller particles. For instance, a particle with a diameter of approximately 100 mm
shows a tremendously increased transition width from aus-

Figure 23. Comparison of the magnetic behavior of a bulk sample and differently sized fragments of Ni45.7Mn36.6In13.5Co4.2 in a magnetic field of 1 T.
Figure adapted from Ref. [205], used with permission. Original Figure
TWiley-VCH.
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tenite to martensite, spanning over more than 50 K. The
study of more than ten single fragments revealed that the
transition is scattered. This is mainly related to the variation
of the chemical composition of the alloy, which strongly influences the transition temperature.[43]
During the melting and heat treatment of the alloy, slight
inhomogeneities in the local composition are unavoidable
that affect the transition temperature of the particles. However, the origin for the broadening of the transition and the
increase in hysteresis could not be definitively identified. In
fact, the martensite structures in millimeter-sized samples, as
observed by optical microscopy for instance in Ref. [185],
are also in the millimeter range. However, in thin films, the
martensite features are much smaller.[206] This is due to the
formation of martensite nuclei which have an uneven aspect
ratio.[207] These needle-like structures somehow must fit into
the small fragments. This process becomes exceedingly difficult the smaller the samples get. Also the role of defects and
the increasing importance of the surface, which creates
stresses, could be related to the observed size effects.[193]
Magnetic measurements of bulk LaFe11.8Si1.2 and of small
single particles are shown in Figure 24. In this compound, the
sharp first-order transition takes place below 200 K. The
thermal hysteresis of the bulk sample is very narrow, which
is apparent in the upper curve. Four different particles with
sizes of 400 down to 20 mm are plotted in Figure 24 as well.
The transformation of small fragments is always jump-like, at
least within the measurement resolution. Furthermore, it is
clear that the thermal hysteresis also increases in comparison
to the bulk material. In La–Fe–Si, a distribution of the transition temperature is visible, but it is not as pronounced as in
the Heusler sample. This could be related to the fixed 1:13
stoichiometry between La and (Fe,Si) so that only the Fe-toSi ratio can, in principle, change locally. In contrast to that,
in the Ni–Mn–In-based Heusler sample all elements are mixable in a large composition range of the Heusler phase without the formation of secondary phases.[208] The reduced varia-

Figure 24. Comparison of the magnetic behavior of a bulk sample and differently sized fragments of LaFe11.8Si1.2 in a magnetic field of 1 T. Figure adapted
from Ref. [205], used with permission. Original Figure TWiley-VCH.
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tion of the transition temperature could also originate from
the typically much longer heat treatment of La–Fe–Si compounds. This is required because the 1:13 phase forms in a
peritectic reaction.[209] It is likely that the local chemical composition does not change much because of the special formation character of the magnetocaloric phase.
As a third material example, the results for the Fe2P-type
compound Mn1.2Fe0.68P0.5Si0.6 are plotted in Figure 25. This
particular alloy transforms near room temperature. Starting
at 300 K, two cooling and heating sequences have been performed on the fresh material to study the so-called virgin
effect.[210] The largest particle with a size of approximately
300 mm shows an increasing magnetization just below 270 K
in the first cooling of the fresh material. Upon repeating the
sequence, the transition takes place at approximately 10 K
higher than before. However, the virgin effect vanishes for
single particles with sizes below 60 mm. This behavior was
also observed in the La–Fe–Si sample, where the transformation of small fragments proceeds with a jump-like transition;
a slight increase of the thermal hysteresis was also observed
along with a distribution of the transition temperature.
In conclusion, we have identified important aspects of the
magnetostructural transition in a Heusler compound as well
as in La–Fe–Si and Fe2P-type samples from magnetic measurements of single particles. It became obvious that a reduction of the size can lead to a significant obstruction of the
martensitic transition in the Heusler alloy. This implies that
Heusler compounds might not be used as a powder bed magnetocaloric regenerator with a particle size in the sub-micrometer range because both the transition width and the thermal hysteresis would increase. However, for plate geometries
cut from bulk material, this is probably not so critical, as also
in thin films it is possible to obtain relatively sharp transi-

Figure 25. Comparison of the magnetic behavior of differently sized fragments of Mn1.2Fe0.68P0.5Si0.6 in a magnetic field of 1 T. The first and the
second cooling and heating cycles are plotted in red and blue, respectively.
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tions with modest thermal hysteresis.[211] For the two other
materials, such a broadening of the transition was not observed in small fragments in the size range relevant for application. Consequently, LaFe11.8Si1.2 and Mn1.2Fe0.68P0.5Si0.6 can
be used efficiently, also in form of a fine powder. However,
an increased distribution of transition temperatures was observed in all three materials, even larger than the transition
width of the bulk sample. This raises the question of how the
transformation can be made sharper in a material of larger
size that is built from particles with a spread in their transition temperatures.
Modeling of magnetostructural transitions
The magnetostructural transition in magnetocaloric materials
can be influenced by the application of hydrostatic pressure.
The reason for this behavior is the volume change of the unit
cell, which is related to the martensitic transformation. For
Heusler alloys, the transition is shifted to higher temperatures because pressure stabilizes the phase with the smaller
volume, which is the martensite phase (conventional barocaloric effect). From XRD measurements, the volume
change during the transition was determined to be in the
range of 1 %.[212] For La–Fe–Si, similar volume changes were
observed.[176] However, the substitution of Fe by Co leads to
an increase of the transition temperature and a reduction of
DV. This is accompanied by a change of the transition type
from a first- to second-order transformation.[176]
Furthermore, it was demonstrated in the literature that,
for instance in LaFe11.8Si1.2, a rather large sample of 0.12 mm3
(effective radius & 300 mm) has a sharp transition based on
magnetization measurements, whereas the crushed powder
from the precursor particle resulted in a broad transition.[213]
This behavior is in agreement with the results from the
single-particle measurements in the previous section. Due to
inevitable chemical inhomogeneity, the transition temperature of each fragment varies to some extent. However, when
those fragments are connected, the transition is much sharper than the average of the particle ensemble. To understand
this mechanism, finite-element simulations were performed,
which suggested that the coupling of individual fragments by
mechanical stress, together with the sensitivity of the transition temperature to stress and pressure, form the origin for
the sharpening effect of the transition in bulk materials.[205]
The simplest problem is the two-cube scenario. For the
simulation, an artificial material with the following properties is postulated. The material is constructed from two individual cubic elements, as illustrated in Figure 26 a. The two
elements have slightly different fictitious transition temperatures and their transformations start at 300 and 305 K, respectively. During the transformation from the low- to the
high-temperature phase, the individual blocks expand. The
length change is 0.33 %, which results in a volume change of
approximately 1 %. It is assumed that the transition takes
place continuously over a certain temperature interval of
15 K in this example. The high-temperature phase fraction of
the individual elements is illustrated in Figure 26 b. It is fur-
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Figure 26. (a) Stress evolution in the two-cube problem. (b) Individual transition temperature of the two cubes. (c) Coupled (red) and uncoupled (blue)
situation of the two-cube problem. The inset shows a zoomed in view of the
critical region.

thermore assumed that the elastic properties (the YoungQs
modulus E = 100 GPa and the PoissonQs ratio h = 0.3) do not
change during the transition.
If there was no coupling by stress, the transition temperature of the two-block ensemble and would just be the average of the two individuals (uncoupled curve in Figure 26 c).
Between 300 and 305 K only cube 1 transforms, but at higher
temperatures both elements transform and a larger slope is
observed. Above 315 K, cube 1 is already in the pure hightemperature phase, but cube 2 transforms further.
The situation changes when the coupling by stress is considered (coupled curve in Figure 26 c). At 300 K, the ensemble is in the stress-free state as is shown in Figure 26 a. However, increasing the temperature leads to an expansion of
cube 1. Since it is connected to the second element, both elements are deformed and a stress field evolves. These stresses
can be significant, as for instance shown for the state at
304 K, reaching values up to 50 MPa. Therefore, a compressive stress acts on cube 1, which shifts the transition temperature upwards. This coupling to stress is considered in the
simulation by the following equation:
.
xt ¼

T @ Tt þ

s xx þ syy þ szz dT t 1
?
þ 0:5
3
dp w

In the stress-free case, Equation (10) simply results in a
linear transformation shape of the individual element. However, to quantify the stress coupling, the local stress field
must be calculated. For larger problems, this optimization
procedure can be very time-consuming and even lead to instability in the simulation. The solution of the stress-coupled
problem is shown in Figure 26 c as well. In fact, there is no
big difference between the coupled and the uncoupled situation, but in the temperature range of 300–305 K one can
clearly see that the transformation of cube 1 is suppressed,
which is indicated by a smaller slope. At approximately
304.3 K, cube 2 also starts to transform and both elements
continue together. This result is nothing else than a sharpening of the ensemble transition even though it is not very pronounced.
In the following, an artificial first-order magnetocaloric
material consisting of 1000 individual blocks with randomly
distributed transition temperatures is considered. To simulate
a certain variation of the local transition temperature due to
chemical inhomogeneity, a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 2 K or a full width at half maximum
(FWHM) = 4.3 K was used. The peak position of the distribution was set to a fictitious temperature of 305 K. In the uncoupled case, the transformation character of the ensemble is
described by the average of all individual particles and
should therefore be similar to the transition of a loose
powder composed of the different fragments. An image sequence of this transition is illustrated in Figure 27 a. In the
pictures, only elements that are at least half transformed are
visible, from which the arbitrary nature of the uncoupled
transformation is obvious.
The situation changes drastically when the stress-coupling
mechanism is active, as illustrated in Figure 27 b. One can see
that the transformation is preferentially initiated in the corners of the finite-element mesh because elements on the sur-

ð10Þ

with xt 2 ½0,1A
The parameter xt describes the phase fraction of the individual element. It depends on the elemental transition temperature Tt, defined by the middle position of the transformation,
the transition width w, the coupling constant dTt/dp and the
normal stresses sxx, syy, and szz. The shift of the transition
temperature by stress dTt/dp was selected to be 50 K GPa@1
according to pressure-dependent magnetization measurements from the literature.[11, 43, 178]
Energy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

Figure 27. Image sequence of the transformation of an ensemble of 1000 elements in the uncouple case (a) and when being coupled by stress with dTt/
dp = 50 K GPa@1. The transition width of the individual elements is w = 1 K.
The elemental transition temperature is randomly distributed by means of a
Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation s = 2 K and the peak transition temperature of 305 K. Figure adapted from Ref. [205], used with permission. Original Figure TWiley-VCH.
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face are not as restricted as elements inside the body. Surface
blocks, and especially blocks in the corners, can expand more
easily. Once initiated, the furthest-transformed elements
apply tensile stresses to their neighbors, which lowers their
transition temperature and forces them to convert as well.
As a consequence, an avalanche progresses through the
mesh and the material transforms together. This result is
rather interesting as this transformation behavior can be understood as a nucleation and growth process, even though no
such feature was implemented in the FEM study. The only
mechanism that drives this combined ensemble transition is
the stress coupling of neighboring blocks due to the volume
change during the first-order transition and the sensitivity of
the transition to external pressure and stress.
Figure 28 illustrates the influence of the coupling constant
dTt/dp on the ensemble transition. The individual transition
of each element has a width of 1 K, which is illustrated in the
inset. In the uncoupled case (black curve), the ensemble
transition is simply the average of the individual transition
temperatures, which is similar to an error function of the
Gaussian distribution.

Figure 28. Transformation of an ensemble of 1000 elements for different coupling constants dTt/dp. The standard deviation s of the Gaussian distribution
is 2 K and the individual transition width w = 1 K. The inset schematically illustrates the transformation of an individual block. Figure adapted from
Ref. [205], used with permission. Original Figure TWiley-VCH.

A small coupling constant of only 10 K GPa@1 already has
a strong influence on the properties of the ensemble. The
transformation is completed in a much smaller temperature
window. This trend continues for higher values of dTt/dp. In
real materials, a coupling constant in the range of 50 K GPa@1
was measured. For this strong coupling, the ensemble transition becomes even sharper. In fact, the transition approaches
the transition width of a single block (w = 1 K), or in other
words the ensemble behaves as one.
Such a behavior is for instance observed in the La–Fe–Si
particles shown in Figure 24. Despite the distinct distribution
of the transition temperature of individual elements, a sharp
transformation can be obtained in bulk form. This finding is
also in agreement with the single-particle measurements of
the Heusler compound, which show a large scattering of the
Energy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

transition in different fragments. Although the results from
the stress-coupling simulations are promising, one needs to
consider that a real material is much more complicated than
can be described by the simulations scheme.
So far, an artificial material with a cubic–cubic transition
with a volume expansion of 1 % has been considered in the
finite-element simulation. This is a suitable model, for instance, for La–Fe–Si, thereby leading to a sharpening of the
transition due to the stress-coupling mechanism. However,
for Fe2P-type materials, this is not a useful description. In
this material family, an isostructural hexagonal–hexagonal
transformation is observed. The change in the lattice parameters is highly anisotropic as the crystal is shrinking along the
c-direction but expanding along the a-axis. This change of
the lattice parameters does not necessarily lead to a net
volume change. It can be compensated, as for instance reported by Guillou et al.[200] It is worth noting that even in the
case of DV/V = 0, large stresses evolve during the transformation, which will be further investigated.
To model such an anisotropic behavior, the individual
mesh elements are assumed to be a cubic cutout of the hexagonal cell. The high-temperature phase is considered as the
stress-free state. By cooling the material to the low-temperature phase, the single blocks are distorted tetragonal. The
specific values of the changing lattice parameters of Dc/c =
@1.7 % and Da/a = 0.8 % were selected according to the literature.[214, 215] Even though the lattice changes drastically, the
volume change is only approximately 0.1 %. To obtain reasonable results in the simulations, it has to be considered
that the coupling constant is not equal along the different
crystallographic directions. For the sake of simplicity, we
assume dTt/dp to be 50 K GPa@1 with positive sign along cbut negative sign in a-direction. In Figure 29 a, the corresponding transformation behavior in the anisotropic case is
shown. For the simulation, a standard deviation of the transition temperature s of 2 K and a transition width of the individual element w = 1 K was used. It should be pointed out
that the high-temperature phase was considered as the
stress-free starting state. Therefore, all curves in Figure 29 a
start at a phase fraction of 0 above 310 K. By cooling the material, the transformation into the low-temperature phase
takes place. For the loose powder case, this transition is completed within 10 K.
As a first stress-coupled example, a perfectly textured material will be considered. This means that the c-axis of all elements points along the z-direction. It is shown in Figure 29 a
that the transformation under cooling is rather sharp. In fact,
the textured problem yields a similar result to that of the
cubic–cubic transition shown in Figure 28. Only the length
changes of the elements are different between the simulations. In substantial contrast, when the c-axis of each mesh
element is distributed randomly along the x-, y-, or z-direction, the transition of the ensemble is significantly hindered
by itself as plotted by the isotropic curve in Figure 29 a. The
two small images pointing at 285 K illustrate the result of the
anisotropic expansion. Neighboring elements that are aligned
differently disturb each other immensely, which results in the
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ture change, which we denote as the stress–release caloric
effect.[205]
The virgin effect in the material Mn1.2Fe0.68P0.5Si0.66 shows
impressively the importance of mechanical stress originating
in the coupling of neighboring grains through the stresses
evolving during the first-order transition. The finite-elementbased simulation scheme proved to be a useful tool to
deepen the understanding of the interplay between connected fragments of a magnetocaloric material. For cubic–cubic
transformations, the sharpening of the transition was clearly
demonstrated, which explains the observations obtained in
the measurements of single particles in comparison to the
bulk material.

6. Dynamical Effects at Magnetostructural Transitions

Figure 29. (a) Phase fraction simulation as a function of temperature of a material with anisotropic expansion in powder (black), in textured (red), and in
isotropic form (blue). The two images pointing to the blue curve illustrate the
evolving stresses and the elemental phase fraction. (b) Magnetization and
DTad of Mn1.2Fe0.68P0.5Si0.66 as a function of temperature in the first (red) and
in the second (blue) cooling and heating cycles. Figure adapted from
Ref. [205], used with permission. Original Figure TWiley-VCH.

strong deformation of the mesh. The evolving stresses are locally very different, as shown in the second image, reaching
values up to 0.6 GPa. These stresses strongly restrict the
transformation of the ensemble.
For the anisotropic expansion, the local stress field is so
large that a real material cannot bear it and forms cracks
(not implemented in the FEM model). The simulation results
suggest that the virgin effect in Fe2P-type materials is due to
crack formation in the vicinity of large stresses evolving
during the anisotropic expansion in a non-textured material.
Recently, the crack formation and propagation was observed
by in situ optical microscopy.[59] In Figure 29 b, magnetization
and direct measurements of DTad in the first and in the second cycles are shown. The magnetic behavior of this sample
is comparable to the one of the bulk sample and larger particles shown in Figure 25. Between 245 and 250 K, a sharp
jump in the magnetization is observed in the first cooling of
the fresh material. In the same temperature range, a large
adiabatic temperature change of up to 3.5 K is visible. In the
following heating and cooling cycles, the shape of the transformation does not change anymore and it is worth noting
that the DTad is much smaller in real operation. In the first
cycle, the stresses can be released by the formation of cracks,
which takes place both severely and suddenly. Consequently,
a large volume fraction of the material transforms in this
process, thereby leading to a significant adiabatic temperaEnergy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

Using magnetocaloric materials in cooling devices requires
that the transformation can follow the field-sweep rate of the
device. At the moment, the operating frequency of active
magnetic regenerators (AMR) varies between 1–10 Hz.[12]
The use of a permanent magnet of 2 T thereby achieves a
field-sweep rate between 2 and 20 T s@1.[216, 217] In the case of
a nonlinear field profile of the cyclic field, it has to be considered that the field-sweep rate can vary across the field
profile. Commonly, DTad and DST are used to assess the suitability of potential magnetocaloric materials. However, these
measurements are performed under isothermal, isofield
(DST), or adiabatic (DTad) conditions with slow field-sweep
rates of approximately 10 mT s@1 and do not show the response under real operating conditions. In the case of
second-order magnetic transitions such as in Gd,[218] the spins
are aligned along the direction of the applied magnetic fields
within the time-range of nanoseconds and can therefore
follow the field-sweep rates in real devices. In the case of
first-order magnetostructural transitions, the transformation
is driven by a nucleation and growth process,[219, 220] and the
kinetics of these processes can be in the same range or even
slower than the operation frequency of the AMR. Therefore,
the speed of the transformation can be a critical parameter
for the operation frequency. For example, in the elastocaloric
material TiNi, Ossmer et al.[221] observed by in situ infrared
thermography that the kinetics of the first-order martensite
phase transition depend on the applied strain rate. This study
therefore shows the importance of investigating the caloric
effect under realistic conditions and determining the influence of the field-sweep rate. For the MCE, this is performed
by direct DTad measurements with different magnetic-fieldsweep rates, which serve to investigate the effect of hysteresis on the dynamical properties of the MCE.
In the following, DTad measurements with field-sweep
rates in the range between 10 mT s@1 and 1 kT s@1 are compared to study the effects of different rates on the MCE in
Ni50Mn35In15,[43, 222] La(Fe,Si,Co)13,[223] and Mn3GaC.[171] The
generation of magnetic-field-sweep rates in these ranges requires the use of different devices and magnets. A low fieldsweep rate of approximately 10 mT s@1 can be generated by
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using a superconducting magnet.[16, 41, 171] For moderate fieldsweep rates of approximatey 1 T s@1, either an electromagnet[224, 225] or a permanent magnet (nested Halbach
magnet)[203] can be used. A rate of about 20 T s@1 can be realized by a pneumatic sample holder moving the magnetocaloric material in a static magnetic field.[226] Fast field-sweep
rates of up to 1 kT s@1 are achieved in pulsed magnetic
fields.[222]
The MCE at the martensitic magnetostructural transition
in Ni50Mn35In15 Heusler alloys is studied by direct DTad measurements at different field-sweep-rates.[227] Figure 30 shows
the comparison of DTad as a function of the applied magnetic
field. The measurements are performed at about 290 K
where most of the sample is in the martensite state and the
temperature is close to the transition temperature, so that a
field-change of 2 T can induce the transition to the austenite
state. A field of 5 T is generated by a pulsed field (1 kT s@1)
and a superconducting magnet (11 mT s@1). In the superconducting magnet, the sample cools down immediately after
the field is applied, and the cooling rate is almost constant
during the entire transformation, which is completed at 3.6 T.
In pulsed magnetic fields, a low cooling rate is observed at
the beginning of the transformation below 1.2 T. Above
1.2 T, the sample cools down immediately and reaches the
same cooling rate as in the superconducting magnet. An immediate cooling with applied field can be also observed in
the DTad measurements performed in a nested Halbach
magnet, reaching a field of 2 T and a field-sweep rate of
1 T s@1. The cooling rate is the same as in the superconducting magnet. However, the field of 2 T is insufficient to
induce a complete transformation to the austenite state, and
the sample is in a mixed state at 2 T.
The comparison of the different field-sweep rates shows
that in all measurements the same maximum cooling rate is
achieved in the middle of the transformation which is therefore independent of the field-sweep rate, at least up to

Figure 30. Comparison of DTad as a function of applied magnetic field in
Ni50Mn35In15 using devices with different field-sweep rates. The measurements are performed in a superconducting magnet (11 mTs@1), a nested Halbach magnet (2 Ts@1), and a pulsed field (up to 0.6 kTs@1). Figure adapted
from Ref. [227], used with permission. Original Figure TAmerican Physical
Society.
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0.6 kT s@1. However, the lower cooling rate in pulsed fields
below 1.2 T compared to the lower field-sweep rate indicates
that the cooling behavior at the beginning of the transition is
indeed dependent on the field-sweep rate. The transition in
Heusler alloys is driven by the nucleation and growth of austenite within the martensite state. Due to the constant cooling rate in the center of the transition, it can be concluded
that the growth of the austenite phase by phase-boundary
movement is rather fast and can follow the field-sweep rate
up to 0.6 kT s@1. But before the growth of the austenite state
can progress, new nuclei have to be formed at the beginning
of the transformation. Due to the delay of the cooling rate in
pulsed magnetic fields, this process seems to be dependent
on the field-sweep rate and rather slow compared with the
phase-boundary movement. A similar behavior was observed
by Xu et al.[228] in a similar Heusler alloy by magnetization
measurements in pulsed magnetic fields, showing an increase
of the transitional hysteresis with increasing field-sweep
rates.
A further increase of the field-sweep rate can be achieved
by increasing the magnetic field strength of the pulsed field
with constant time duration. Figure 31 a shows the fieldsweep rate for the pulsed magnetic fields of 2, 5, and 10 T.
Due to the constant time duration of the field pulse, the
field-sweep rate increases for increasing magnetic field
strength. The pulse profile is shown in the inset of Figure 31 a. DTad measurements at 286.6 K are performed in
field pulses of 2, 5, and 10 T to determine the effect of the
field-sweep rate in the range of 0.25 kT s@1 (2 T) to 1.5 kT s@1
(10 T), and the results are shown in Figure 31 b. In all field
pulses, cooling is directly observed after applying the field.
For the field pulses of 5 and 10 T, a complete transformation
to the austenite phase with a DTad of 9 K is observed. However, the field pulse of 2 T is not sufficient to induce a complete transformation and the sample is in a mixed austenite/
martensite state at 2 T, leading to a lower DTad compared to
the 5 and 10 T pulses. The temperature curves of the 5 and
10 T pulses are equal for field-ranges below 3 T, whereas a
deviation of the curves is observed above 3 T. For 5 T the
transition is completed at 4.7 T whereas for 10 T the transition finishes at 6 T. The slight warming with a further increase of the magnetic field is related to the conventional
MCE of the austenite phase. The effect also leads to slight
cooling during the decrease of the field down to 4 T. At approximately 4 T, the reverse transformation to the martensite
state starts and the sample heats up again. Due to thermal
hysteresis, the transformation is not reversible and the start
temperature of 286.6 K cannot be reached. The behaviors of
the 5 and 10 T curves are similar for the decreasing field direction whereas a deviation is observed for the increasing
field. The different behavior is related to the difference in
the field-sweep rates. Figure 31 a shows that for the increasing field direction, the 10 T field pulse reaches a much higher
field-sweep rate than the 5 T pulse. However, for the decreasing field direction below 4 T the field-sweep rates are
the same for both pulses, which explains the coincidence of
the temperature curves for the 5 and 10 T for decreasing
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Figure 32. DTad at different target temperatures performed in different experimental setups with different field-sweep rates and maximum field values.
Figure adapted from Ref. [227], used with permission. Original Figure
TAmerican Physical Society.

Figure 31. (a) Magnetic-field-sweep rates as a function of magnetic field
strength in puled fields. The inset show the field-profile of the field pulse.
(b) Field dependence of the absolute temperature for 2, 5, and 10 T field
pulses in the vicinity of the first-order transition in Ni50Mn35In15. The inset
shows the field dependence of the absolute temperature in the vicinity of the
second-order transition. Figure adapted from Ref. [227], used with permission. Original Figure TAmerican Physical Society.

fields. Consequently, the deviation of the two curves for increasing field must be due to kinetic reasons of the martensite-to-austenite transition. The effect is linked to the magnetostructural transition and is absent for the second-order
PM-to-FM transition at TC. This is proven by DTad measurements at 314 K, shown in the inset of Figure 31 b where the
temperature curves of decreasing and increasing field coincide.
Figure 32 shows the maximum DTad as a function of temperature measured in the three different experimental setups
using magnetic field changes of 2, 5, and 10 T. The field
change of 2 T is not sufficient to induce a complete transition, leading to a peak shape of the DTad curve, compared to
the plateau-like shape of the DTad curves for higher field
change. The measurements in the Halbach magnet coincide
with the one performed in pulsed field (2 T). This shows that
the maximum DTad value is independent of the field-sweep
rate and the transformation can follow the fast rates of the
pulsed magnetic field. The field change of 5 T can induce a
complete transformation from the martensite to the austenite
state, leading to a DTad of 9 K. Due to the complete transforEnergy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

mation and the saturation of the MCE, a plateau in the DTad
curve is observed. The slight deviation between the measurements in the superconducting magnet and the pulsed magnetic field (5 T) is related to the non-perfect adiabatic conditions in the experiments using the superconducting magnet.
The increase of the field change to 10 T enables a field-induced transition even at 260 K and extends the plateau in
the DTad curve towards lower temperatures. Since the firstorder transition is already completed in 5 T, the maximum
DTad cannot be further increased. However, the conventional
MCE above 296 K can be improved by increasing the field
change.
Despite the slow nucleation process, the martensitic magnetostructural transformation in Ni50Mn35In15 Heusler alloys
is able to follow even the field-sweep rate of 0.6 kT s@1 and
can be used in AMR devices with an operation frequency up
to 10 Hz. For devices operating at higher frequencies,[229] the
kinetics of the first-order transition should be considered. In
this case, the performance of a minor loop of the complete
transformation can increase the process. In a minor loop, the
nucleation of austenite and martensite phases is not required
because the sample is at any time in a mixed austenite/martensite state and the transformation can be driven by the
rather fast phase-boundary movement.
A slow nucleation process can also be observed in LaFe11.74Co0.13Si1.13[223] which has, as with Ni50Mn35In15, a firstorder transition that can be induced by an external magnetic
field. LaFe11.74Co0.13Si1.13 shows a transition from a PM to a
FM state at 198 K. Field-dependent magnetization measurements under isothermal and adiabatic conditions are performed near the transition temperature. The field-sweep rate
of the isothermal measurements is in the range of 5–
10 mT s@1, whereas the adiabatic measurements performed in
a pulsed field reach a rate up to 8.6 kT s@1.[223] In the case of
field-dependent magnetization in pulsed fields, the start of
the transition is shifted to higher fields compared to the isothermal measurements. This indicates that the nucleation
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process in LaFe11.74Co0.13Si1.13 is influenced by the magneticfield-sweep rate. DTad measurements with field-sweep rates
of 2 and 140 T s@1 in a 2 T field result in, however, the same
maximum DTad showing that the whole transformation process can follow the fast field-sweep rates in pulsed fields.
Similar to Ni50Mn35In15,[227] the MCE in LaFe11.74Co0.13Si1.13 is
able to follow a field-sweep-rate of 140 T s@1 but a delay of
the start of the transformation is observed indicating a slow
nucleation process of the first-order transition.
The assumption becomes more evident by comparing isothermal and adiabatic field-dependent magnetization measurements in LaFe11.21Co0.65Si1.11. The slight adjustment of the
composition leads to a shift of the transition temperature,
reaching the critical point where the transition become
second order.[230–232] The field-dependent magnetization
measurements performed under isothermal and adiabatic
conditions show an immediate increase with increasing field.
In contrast to the adiabatic measurements in LaFe11.74Co0.13Si1.13 with first-order phase transition, no delay of
the start of the magnetization is observed. This encourages
the assumption that the nucleation process is rather slow
compared to the phase-boundary movement. Due to the
time-delay, a higher magnetic field in pulsed fields is required to initialize the transformation. In the case of the
second-order transition in LaFe11.21Co0.65Si1.11, the nucleation
process is absent and isothermal and adiabatic measurements
show an immediate increase of the magnetization.
A field-sweep rate dependency of the MCE is also observed in Mn3GaC.[171] The alloy shows an inverse MCE in
the vicinity of the isostructural first-order transition at 163 K.
Isothermal magnetization measurements are used to calculate a maximum DST of 14 J kg@1 K@1 for an applied field of
2 T. Figure 33 a shows DST as a function of the target temper-

Figure 33. (a) DS and (b) DTad at different target temperatures performed
under isothermal and adiabatic conditions. The DTad measurements are performed in magnetic fields of 2, 5, and 10 T using different field-sweep rates.
Figure adapted from Ref. [171], used with permission. Original Figure TAIP
Publishing.
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ature for a field change of 2 and 5 T. A field change of 2 T is
sufficient to induce a complete transformation from the AF
to the FM state. The increase of the applied field up to 5 T
leads to a shift of the transition towards lower temperatures
and enables a complete transformation even at 140 K. The
corresponding DTad measurements under adiabatic conditions
are shown in Figure 33 b. A DTad of @4.7 K is achieved in a
field change of 2 T with a field-sweep rate of 700 mT s@1. The
plateau of the DTad curve shows that the transformation from
the AF to the FM state is complete. A larger field change of
5 T with a field-sweep rate of 11 mT s@1 enables a complete
transformation at lower temperatures and leads to an extension of the plateau down to 144 K. The maximum value of
DTad is similar to the measurements in the setup with 2 T and
a field-sweep rate of 700 mT s@1 confirming a full AF-to-FM
transformation for both field changes. In pulsed magnetic
fields of 10 T (1 kT s@1), the plateau is further extended towards lower temperatures but the maximum value of DTad is
smaller compared to the measurements with lower fieldsweep rates. The reduced MCE in pulsed magnetic fields indicates that the transformation cannot follow the fast fieldsweep rate of 1 kT s@1. This can be explained by a slow response-time of the structural transition, which can be related
to local strain induced by the coexistence of the AF and the
FM phase during the transformation, which differ in their
atomic volumes. The presence of local strain is observed by
neutron diffraction studies of the magnetic-field-induced
transition.[220] Magnetization measurements in the presence
of a pressure field show that the pressure is affecting the
magnetic transition temperature in Mn3GaC and can even
induce an intermediate magnetic phase, which is not present
without pressure.[233, 234] This indicates that the first-order
phase transition depends on the field-sweep rate of the external magnetic field if the rate is faster than the relaxation
time of the material.
The comparison of DTad measurements with field-sweep
rates in the range from 10 mT s@1 to 1 kT s@1 have shown that
the MCE at first-order transition is indeed affected by the
field-sweep rate of the applied magnetic field. However, the
effect is different regarding different magnetocaloric materials. In LaFe11.74Co0.13Si1.13 and Ni50Mn35In15, the dependency
on the field-sweep rate is just related to the slow nucleation
process. This can be reduced by cycling the transition in a
minor loop because the fast phase-boundary movement is
able to follow the field-sweep rate up to 1 kT s@1. The maximum DTad in these materials is not affected by the fieldsweep rate. In contrast to LaFe11.74Co0.13Si1.13 and
Ni50Mn35In15, the first-order transition in Mn3GaC is not able
to follow the field-sweep rate in pulsed magnetic fields, and
the maximum DTad is reduced compared to lower field-sweep
rates. The measurements show that the transition process is
indeed dependent on the field-sweep rate of the external
field. However, the operating frequency of current AMR
varies between 1–10 Hz[12] so that the transformation process
can follow the field-sweep rate and the maximum DTad is not
effected.
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7. Conclusions
We have shown that the simple decomposition of the entropy
according to contributions from the relevant degrees of freedom yields an essential understanding of their role for the
magnetocaloric performance of a material. In particular, for
materials, where Fe is an essential component, the combination of experiments (NRIXS) and theory (DFT) has proven
to be a perfect couple in resolving element- and site-resolved
vibrational properties. In La(Fe,Si)13, we could identify that
an unexpected strong red-shift of the vibrational density of
states VDOS at Tt, which occurs despite the decrease of the
lattice constant, is responsible for a significant cooperative
vibrational entropy contribution DSlat arising from the Fe
sites, which has the same sign as DSel and DSmag. The origin
of this favorable coincidence is traced back to the itinerant
metamagnetism of the Fe atoms in this compound, which inherently couples all degrees of freedom.
La(Fe,Si)13 exhibits a favorably small thermal hysteresis at
the phase transition, which however still needs to be better
controlled to make the material ready for application. Its
origin resides in part in the large volume change DV, which
causes transformation strain and dissipation. As DV is again
connected to the itinerant character of the Fe moment, reducing this quantity requires a careful compromise with respect to the intrinsic magnetocaloric properties.
The collaborative interplay of all microscopic degrees of
freedom points out the necessity to go beyond the simple decomposition of the entropy change in Equation (2) for a
truly quantitative modeling of the magnetocaloric effect in
La–Fe–Si-based systems. As the magnetic entropy change
calculated in the mean field approximation for a localized
spin model with Ising- or Heisenberg-type degrees of freedom already surpasses the total entropy change obtained in
experiments,[74] one needs to take into account the itinerant
magnetism of Fe explicitly, while including previously neglected cross-coupling terms. Appropriate model descriptions
are still to be developed, which require a thorough understanding of the microscopic interactions as laid out in this
Review.
The excellent tunability of martensitic Heusler materials
offers an interesting perspective for the development of
novel inverse magnetocaloric systems. While the structural
transformation is essentially determined by the composition
through the valence electron concentration e/a, the magnetic
properties not only depend on the components but also on
the site where a specific element is located. This can be influenced by an appropriate choice of off-stoichiometric compositions or a heat treatment, which influences site disorder.
Furthermore, Ni–Mn-based Heusler compounds tend to decompose,[159] which may not be altogether beneficial for a
narrow hysteresis. On the other hand, together with the richness in the magnetic exchange coupling between the elements, this gives rise to interesting new phenomena such as
shell-ferromagnetism.[235–237] Optimizing the inverse MCE requires painful compromises between a minimized hysteresis,
a large magnetization change DM, and a large entropy
Energy Technol. 2018, 6, 1397 – 1428

change DS, as the magnetic and lattice degrees of freedom
work against each other. This is because the low-temperature
phase is paramagnetic at the transition point and establishes
the dilemma of inverse magnetocaloric Heusler alloys.
Due to the interesting similarities to the Heusler compounds the stoichiometric metamagnetic alloy FeRh may be
regarded as a paradigmatic role model for improving inverse
magnetocaloric materials. It possesses a very large MCE arising from the cooperative contributions of all degrees of freedom, DSmag, DSlat, and DSel, together with large DM and large
reversible DTad. The main reason for this is the antiferromagnetic ordered ground state, which has a lower entropy than
the FM state at finite temperatures. The essential drawbacks
of this system are the large hysteresis, which is again connected to the considerable volume change at the transition
and, most importantly, the prohibitively scarce and expensive
component Rh. The search for inverse systems with a transition between two ordered phases may, however, result as a
promising design goal.
The analysis of the MCE with respect to application-related conditions points out that the evaluation of the reversible
temperature and entropy changes upon fast field sweeping is
an important issue to be considered for the development of
magnetocaloric materials for cooling devices. Even though
the reversible entropy and temperature changes can be extracted from S(T) diagrams, the behavior upon fast field cycling can deviate from the predicted values. Therefore, the
influence of kinetic effects and microstructural influences on
the dynamics of the field-induced phase transition must be
considered. Large reversible adiabatic temperature changes
can be obtained for the first field application for Heusler
alloys. However, the large thermal hysteresis diminishes the
reversible effect upon further field cycles drastically. The material families of La–Fe–Si, Fe2P, and Mn3GaC are characterized by a narrow thermal hysteresis and show reversible
adiabatic temperature changes of 75–90 % for subsequent
field cycles compared to the first field application. The partial substitution of C by N for Mn3GaC shows that a tuning
of the phase transition from first- towards second-order character is a way to reduce the thermal hysteresis nearly to zero
and enable a completely reversible magnetic field induced
phase transition.
As the MCE of a first-order phase transition is connected
to a volume change, microstructural stresses and strains
occur that can influence the transition behavior for the nucleation and growth process in major as well as minor loops
of thermal hysteresis. As the frequencies for an efficiently
working magnetocaloric cooling device must be in the range
of 1–10 Hz, an analysis of the dynamic characteristics of the
phase transition is needed to evaluate its field sweeping rate
dependence. For Heusler and first-order La–Fe–Si alloys, the
transition can follow even high sweeping rates of pulsed
fields up to 1 kT s@1 as a result of the fast phase boundary
movement. As a result, the maximum achievable DTad does
not vary for different field rates. However, a dependence of
the first nucleation processes on the magnetic field rate can
be observed, which is not the case for compositions of La–
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Fe–Si showing a second-order transition. On the contrary,
the phase transition is kinetically limited in the Mn3GaC
system for fast field-sweep rates and cannot follow the fastpulsed magnetic field changes. Therefore, the maximum DTad
is highly dependent on the sweep rate of the magnetic field.
Due to this, it is essential to study the different magnetocaloric materials under realistic conditions of the operating
device.
To develop a material system towards applications, also
the processing of a magnetocaloric material to be implemented in a working heat exchanger system is a crucial issue.
Bonded plates with a thickness well below 300 mm and a
large surface area can provide good heat exchange properties. Therefore, the evaluation of the size dependence for
several magnetocaloric materials as well as the modeling of
the interactions for small particles can provide important information. Stress coupling explains the large width of the
transition and the temperature distribution for small Heusler
alloy particles, which lead to a sharper phase transition when
coupled together in a bulk piece.
To summarize, we achieved a deep understanding of important mechanisms that have significant impact on the performance and hysteresis of magnetocaloric materials. At the
same time, it became clear after all these studies that there is
still a wealth of fundamental phenomena that remain to be
explored and explained. This includes the identification of all
relevant intrinsic and extrinsic sources of hysteresis, their microscopic origins, and entanglement on various length (and
time) scales. The comprehensive description of these properties will, upon implementation into applications, ultimately
lead to efficient magnetic energy conversion materials.
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